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WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
MINUTES OF THE REGULAR MEETING 

NOVEMBER 9, 2015 
 
Present: Chairman Dan Meehan, Mark Getsay, Phil DiCarlo, Brad Lamb, Duane Van 

Dyke 
Also Present: Planning Director Jim Bedell, Assistant Planning Director Will Krause, Law 

Director John Wheeler, Clerk of Commissions Nicolette Sackman 
 
Discussion of agenda items and fact finding was conducted at 7:00 p.m.  The regular meeting 
was called to order at 7:30 p.m. by Chairman Dan Meehan. 
 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
Mr. Lamb moved, seconded by Mr. DiCarlo to approve the minutes of the regular meeting of 
October 5, 2015. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo 
Abstain: Van Dyke 
Nays: None, motion passed 
 
COUNCIL REPORT  
Councilman Getsay reported on council matters regarding planning commission items. 
 
SELECTED CORRESPONDENCE 
None 
 
OLD BUSINESS  

Ordinance 2015-83 amending §1218.03 by enacting new 
subsections (h)(14) commercial indoor firing ranges in 
Exclusive Industrial, ref. by council 6/4/15, tabled 7/6/15, 
10/5/15 & extension of time to 1/4/16 – requests to be 
tabled 

Applicant requests to be tabled.  He is looking at other properties which may be in a different 
zoning district. 
 

Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to table Ordinance 2015-83. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Van Dyke 
Nays: None, motion passed 
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Canterbury Manor 2 Subdivision Preliminary Plan (12 
lots), Center Ridge Rd. & Newbury extension, PP#213-23-
023 & 024, rep. C. Szucs, Ward 2, tabled 7/6/15, 8/3/15, 
10/5/15 - requests to be tabled 

Applicant requests to be tabled. 
 

Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to table Canterbury Manor 2 
Subdivision Preliminary Plan. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Van Dyke 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
The Reserve at Fox Run Subdivision, fence waiver, Fox 
Run, PP#214-29-018, rep. J. Orley, Ward 1, tabled 7/6/15, 
8/3/14, 10/5/15 - requests to be tabled 

Applicant requests to be tabled. 
 

Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to table the Reserve at Fox Run 
Subdivision fence waiver. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Van Dyke 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Travel Centers of America Sign Plan, 24601 Center Ridge 
Rd., PP#215-27-006, rep. M. Lauretano, Ward 2, tabled 
8/3/15, 914/15 10/5/15 

Mr. Frezel explained the proposal is for a new monument sign and two walls signs.  One wall 
sign will be located on the west elevation of the building and the other will be on the east 
elevation of the building. The existing monument sign will be removed and the Travel Center 
tenant panel will be removed off the multi-tenant ground sign.  Mr. Krause reviewed his staff 
memo noting that the police commented that the shrubs near the street and drive entrance should 
be trimmed as they are overgrown and could be a visibility issue for motorists.   
 
Discussion ensued that the parking lot lights seem to be very bright and possibly LED lights.  
Mr. Frezel is the sign contractor and did not have any information about the parking lot lighting.  
Planning staff will research the parking lot lighting.  It was discussed to consider moving the 
wall sign on the east elevation to the north elevation because on the east elevation it might be 
visible to residents on Walter Road.  Moving it to the north elevation could possibly eliminate 
visibility by the residential neighborhood while still being visible to motorists on Center Ridge 
Road.  Mr. Frezel felt the halo effect lighting being used is very soft and will not be bright and 
would actually have less lumens than the interior office lighting that is visible.  It was 
determined that the ground sign and west elevation sign be approved and the east elevation 
reviewed to determine if moving it to the north elevation would be better.  Mr. Frezel had 
concerns that the placing the sign on the north elevation would not be as visible due to trees, a 
lower north elevation wall and would not match the architectural element of the west elevation 
sign.   




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


 11/5/15 
 
PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Travel Centers of America World Headquarters Sign Plan Development 


Name 
Point V Office Building 


Address 
 


24601 Center Ridge Road 


PP# 215-27-006 
Processed By: William R. Krause, AICP, Assistant 


Planning Director 
Zoning/Current 
Use 


Executive Office Park & General 
Business/Office Building 


Applicant: Michael Lauretano, representative Meeting Date 11/9/15 
Reviewed Plan 
Date Stamp  


11/4/15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
The office building that Travel Centers of American World Headquarters occupies and owns used to be part of the 
King James Office Park. The office park extends along both sides of Center Ridge and each side had a master sign 
plan approved 3/4/91. Their building was known as Point Five and it had its own approximately 9 sf freestanding 
identification sign in the lawn area in front of the building, an over-sized directional sign in an island near the 
entrance and a tall pointed multi-tenant sign in the pond area in front of Point Six (shown to the left below). 


 
 
The new sign plan involves eliminating the currently existing freestanding building identity sign in front of Point 
V, eliminating Travel Centers sign panel on the multi-tenant sign shown above, adding logo wall signs near the 
parapets on the east and west facing walls of the building, tearing down the brick walls in the front yard and 
constructing a new monument sign closer to the front sidewalk.  
 
There are three main issues with the proposed sign plan: The location of the proposed monument sign; the height 
of the individual letters in the logos; and the mounting height of the wall signs at approximately 50’ above grade.  
 
Code requires that the monument sign be placed 10’ from the planned right-of-way. We needed a detailed site 
plan showing the proposed location of the new monument sign in relation to the planned right-of-way (ROW). 
Center Ridge Road is proposed to be 80’ wide, it appears that the extra 10’ of ROW was obtained on the south 
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side of Center Ridge Rd. in front of this location, therefore it has been determined that the sidewalk is constructed 
1’ off of the edge of the ROW and the sign structure located 11’ south of the sidewalk complies with code.  


 
 
On the revised plans submitted 11/4/15, the proposed 5.67’ high, 13.25’ deep monument sign has been carefully 
rendered to address concerns previously raised by the Police and Engineering Departments regarding obstructing 
the view of northbound motorists exiting the driveway. The new rendering shows that the higher part of the new 
sign is actually farther back from the right-of-way than the existing wall that is to be removed. 
 
An initial plan, reviewed by staff had large red & blue letters on the building as well as the full name of the 
company on the building which exceeded the maximum 100 sq. ft. permitted per individual sign. The applicant 
revised the proposal to eliminate the corporate colors as part of the signage and changed the face of the logo to 
two tones of steel grey to match the building and eliminated the full corporate name from the building. The 
resulting proposal is much more aesthetically pleasing and keeping with the community character of Westlake. 
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
The city forester and fire department approve the sign plans as submitted. The engineering and police departments 
originally recommend denying the monument sign as presented in July because of driver and pedestrian visibility 
concerns, they should be OK with the revised plans. 
 
PART IV  ZONING 
Zoning Code Requirements – Chapter 1223 
 


STANDARD* CODE PLAN DIFFERENCE 


ZONING DISTRICT General Business & 
Executive Office Park 


Office Building OK 


SIGN TYPE/SQUARE 
FOOTAGE 


Monument Sign/Maximum 
40 sq. ft. for >30,000 sf 
bldg. on 3 acre parcel/1 
sign per parcel. 


Monument Sign 38.57 sf 
on stone base. 


OK 


MONUMENT HEIGHT Maximum 8’ above grade 5.67’ OK 


Monument  Front 10’ from planned ROW 10’ from both existing & 
planned ROW 


OK 


Sign Setback Side 10’ >10’ OK 


 Driveway 10’ 11’ OK 


 Corner Lot NA NA NA 


MAXIMUM SIGN AREA 
ALLOWED ON THE SITE 


Total signage based on 
width of the building X 


Total 120.19 sq. ft. ; 38.57 
sq.ft. monument sign + 


OK 
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STANDARD* CODE PLAN DIFFERENCE 


1.0, 155’ X 1 = 155 sq. ft. 40.81 sq.ft. east facing 
wall sign + 40.81 west 
facing wall sign) 


MAXIMUM HEIGHT ABOVE 
GRADE 


20’, except in Interchange 
Services District. Planning 
Commission can grant 
modification based on 
architecture of the bldg. 


Height above grade not 
shown & no scalable 
drawings submitted or in 
our files, approximately 
50’ above grade 


Needs approximately 30’ height 
modification on east and west 
facades. Height to top of sign 
should be provided.  


ROOF SIGNS [Section 
1223.02(a)(17) & 1223.12(i)] 


Defined as a sign that is 
erected above any portion 
of building covered with 
roof material. Prohibited 


On top of walls but below 
roof level. 


OK 


ILLUMINATION Internally illuminated 
signage is permitted. 


 


 


LED halo illuminated steel 
logos on monument and 
wall signs. Internally 
illuminated push through 
letters on monument sign. 


OK (very nice!) 


 


 


MAXIMUM 
LENGTH OF ANY 
INDIVIDUAL 
LETTER OR 
LOGO 


 48” = 4’ Logo on east & west 
facades are 5.5’ tall 


Too tall by 1.5’. Needs 
modification. Fits the scale of the 
building which is set back from 
the street. 


MAXIMUM SIZE OF AN 
INDIVIDUAL SIGN PERMITTED 


100  sq. ft. Largest individual signs 
are 40.81 s1. Ft. 


OK 


COLOR OF SIGNAGE Uniformity on the site Uniformity OK 
 


*From Chapter 1223 (Sign Regulations) 
of the Westlake Codified Ordinances 


   


 
PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact 
1. Schedule 1223.06 requires monument signs to be located a minimum of 10’ from the planned right-of-


way and Section 1223.06(e)(2) 10’ from the drive.  
2. The monument sign is located 10’ from the existing and planned right-of-way, both the engineering 


department and police department previously recommended denial of it due to it obstructing the view of 
exiting drivers, revised drawings should appear to address those concerns. 


3. The exact height of the proposed wall signs above grade has not been determined but it exceeds the 
maximum 20’ above grade permitted by code. 


4. Section 1223.05(b) limits the height of wall signs to 20’ above grade unless otherwise approved by the 
Planning Commission taking into consideration the location, placement, scale and architecture of the 
building. 


5. Section 1223.05(c)(1) limits the height of a single letter or logo within a sign to 48”. 
6. The proposed letters in the logos on the building are 66” tall and located on the sides of the building and 


approximately 250’ from the street. 
 


Recommendation 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff recommends that the Planning Commission approve the proposed 
sign plan with the following modifications: 


1. Grant a height modification for the placement of the signs on the building due to the location and setback 
of the wall signs in relation to the street and the architecture of the building.  


2. 2. An 18” modification for the height of the letters in the logo wall signs due to their location and setback 
from the street. 





nsackman
File Attachment
Travel Centers of America Sign Plan Staff Review.pdf
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Findings of Fact: 

1. Schedule 1223.06 requires monument signs to be located a minimum of 10’ from 
the planned right-of-way and Section 1223.06(e)(2) 10’ from the drive.  

2. The monument sign is located 10’ from the existing and planned right-of-way, 
both the engineering department and police department previously recommended 
denial of it due to it obstructing the view of exiting drivers, revised drawings 
appear to address those concerns. 

3. The exact height of the proposed wall signs above grade has not been determined 
but it exceeds the maximum 20’ above grade permitted by code. 

4. Section 1223.05(b) limits the height of wall signs to 20’ above grade unless 
otherwise approved by the Planning Commission taking into consideration the 
location, placement, scale and architecture of the building. 

5. Section 1223.05(c)(1) limits the height of a single letter or logo within a sign to 
48”. 

6. The proposed letters in the logos on the building are 66” tall and located on the sides 
of the building and approximately 250’ from the street. 

 
Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to approve the proposed monument sign and 
sign on the west elevation with the following modifications: 

1. Grant a height modification for the placement of the sign on the west elevation of 
the building due to the location and setback of the wall sign in relation to the 
street and the architecture of the building.  

2. An 18” modification for the height of the letters in the logo wall sign on the west 
elevation of the building due to its location and setback from the street. 

3. Condition that the shrubs along the street are trimmed. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Van Dyke 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Crocker Professionals Building, Development Plan, 
Crocker & Center Ridge, PP#217-26-001, 002, & 009, rep. 
W. Davison, Ward 6, tabled 9/14/15, 10/5/15 

Mr. Jeff Certo explained the proposal is for a multi-tenant medical office building for three 
tenants.  He reviewed the site plans, building materials and location of the retention basin.  The 
building material will consist of brick, cast stone, and aluminum composite panels in earth tones. 
There will be buffering along the western property line that abuts residential zoned property.  
The parking lot lighting photometrics will be 0.0 to 0.1 at the lot line.  There will be two 
monument signs, one on Center Ridge and the other on Crocker.  They cannot be seen at the 
same time and are several hundred feet apart. 
 
Mr. Bedell reviewed his staff memo noting three of the parking spaces encroach into the setback 
and will require a modification.  Due to the location and layout of this corner lot development 
two monument signs are needed for identifying and directing clients to the building depending 
on which street they are traveling, as there is no sign on the building.  Mr. Bedell reviewed the 
landscape and buffering plan. 




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


11/3/15 
 


PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Development Plan 
Medical office building development 


Development Name Crocker Professionals Building 
Address SW Corner of Crocker and Center 


Ridge Roads 
Meeting Date  11/9/15 PP# 217-26-001, 002 & 009 
Processed By  Jim Bedell, AICP, Director of 


Planning and Economic Development 
Zoning/Current Use OB/Office Building, vacant 


Applicant 
 


 Jeff M. Certo, Davison Smith Certo 
Architects Inc. for Crocker 
Professional LLC 


Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


10/23/15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
This item was tabled at the September meeting in order to provide the applicant to address comments from the 
Engineering Department and other city departments regarding drainage and traffic movements in and out of the 
site.   The plans have been revised in accordance with the Engineering Department, but as of 9/29/15 revised 
plans had not been received and routed to City Departments for review and this item was tabled to the 11/9/15 
meeting to provide sufficient time for staff review and recommendations. 
 
The purpose of this request is to construct a new 21,500 s.f. office building for three tenants and a parking lot with 
103 spaces.  North Coast Jaw & Implant Center will be in the northern most portion of the building, Retina 
Associates will be in the southern portion with an future tenant in between.   
 
The building will be constructed of brick, cast stone, and aluminum composite panels in earth tone colors.  The 
main entrance faces Crocker Road with a secondary entrance facing Center Ridge Road.  Canopies are provided at 
the north and southern ends of the building, with the southern one being for vehicles.   
 
Access is provided from Center Ridge Road and Crocker Road.  The Center Ridge driveway allows right-in/right-
out turning movements to eliminate the possibilities of left turns into the property at this location.  This is 
important as there is no left turn lane available at this location.  The driveway from Crocker road allows full 
turning movements.   
 


UPDATE 
 
The revised plans were receive 
and routed on 10/23/15.  The 
Revised plans included changes 
to address the following 
comments that were received 
for the September meeting: 
 


1. Per the suggestion of 
the Engineering 
Department, the storm 
water system will flow 
to the north with the 
retention basin being 
relocated to the northern 
portion of the site. This 


Former Site Plan 
Showing prior 
location of  
basin 
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shifted the parking to the south. 
 


2. A drive pick-up lane was added.  This eliminated 5 parking spaces from this area.  However, additional 
spaces were added in the southeast corner of the lot and only a net loss of one space was realized.  The 
amount of parking still exceeds the required amount by 15 spaces (96 provided). 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


3. The driveway from Crocker 
Road has been relocated 
towards to the south to 
alleviate any conflicts with the 
existing Crocker Road Center 
turn lane. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Prior Plan New Plan 


New site plan 
showing 
relocated basin 
and drive pick-
up lane. 
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One additional street tree has been added along Crocker Road.  Tree preservation regulations are satisfied. 
4. Landscaping was added to screen the two parking spaces adjacent to the residentially zoned property to 


the west.  This satisfies the buffering requirement.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
5. There is an error in the landscape plan that you received in your packet.  It shows spacing that differs 


from the illustrative site plan (sheet SP.1) and does not provide the proper screening to the residential 
property along the west property line.  Sheet SP.1 indicates the proper screening.  Staff explained this to 
the applicant and asked that the landscaping plan be revised accordingly.  This has been completed (see 
below) and the landscaping plan may be approved as it provides screening.  


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


Prior Plan New Plan 


Revised Landscaping Plan showing 
proper spacing and location of trees 
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6. Setbacks and buffering continue to be met with the revised plan except for two parking spaces that are 


adjacent to single family zoned property.  Like the prior plan, these two spaces are near an adjacent 
property that is a split zoned parcel with the majority of it being Office Building zoning.  A modification 
to waive the required 30’ width of the buffer area seems reasonable for these two spaces, especially given 
that the applicant added three Colorado Blue Spruce trees to provide screen these parking spaces.   


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 


PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Engineering Final Engineering Department approval is subject to the review of the completed drawings, 


details and calculations.  
Fire 1. All comments from the Fire Department dated 7-31-15 and 10-21-15 still apply. See attachments.  


2. Assure that the 25’/50’ turning radius at Center Ridge entry/exit drive. 
 •The 25’/50’ turning radii shall be maintained throughout the site for emergency access. 2011 OFC 503.2.4 
3. Access to 150 feet of all portions of the building must be maintained. 
 •Approved fire apparatus access roads/fire lanes shall be provided for every facility, building or portion of a 
building hereafter constructed or moved into or within the jurisdiction. The fire apparatus access road/fire lane shall 
extend within 150 feet of ALL portions of the facility and all portions of the exterior walls of the first story of the 
buildings as measured by an approved route around the exterior of the building or facility.   2011 Ohio Fire Code 
503.1.1 
4. Previously discussed the north side of building with the Architect.  
 •Concrete extension to the northwest corner of the building. 
Comments from 10/21/15 
1. There is a known gas well on this property.  Steps need to be taken to locate the well and insure the well has been 
properly taken care of before construction begins. 
2. Tree clearance shall be maintained at a minimum height of 13’ 6” for emergency vehicle access. 2011 OFC Section 
503.2.1 
3. A minimum 8” fire main with private fire hydrants will be required on this site. WCO 1371.      Plans show a 6” 
main. 
4. All private fire service mains and appurtenances shall be installed and hydrostatically tested in accordance with 
NFPA 24. OFC 1301: 7-7-05 (R) (2)   FM-517.2   Fire mains shall be flushed until clean of debris. 
5. Fire hydrants are required on private property, in conformity with the WCO/Building Code, and shall be installed 
and in working order before beginning construction on the permanent structure for which the building permit has been 
issued. WCO 1371.02 
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6. The building and hydrant locations shall comply with Westlake Codified Ordinance 1371. “All buildings and 
structures shall be so located that all parts thereof are not more than 250 feet from at least two readily accessible public 
or private Fire Department hydrants. Such distance shall be measured along the centerline of the streets, roadways or 
driveways.”   
7. The 25’/50’ turning radii shall be maintained throughout the site for emergency access. 2011 OFC 503.2.4 
8. All fire hydrants, new or replacements shall have a 5” Integral Storz Pumper Connection on the fire hydrant pumper 
nozzle and 2½” Cleveland Standard thread on the remaining ports.  Hydrants shall be Mueller, Kennedy, or the 
equivalent. WCO 1371.04 
9. All fire hydrants required shall be installed, in working order, and accessible at all times before beginning 
construction on the above grade permanent structure.  WCO 1371.02 (g) 
10. Private hydrant barrel/base shall be painted “RUST-OLEUM” Safety Yellow, caps painted “RUST-OLEUM” 
White, or the equivalent.  
11. The fire department connection (FDC) shall be located within 100’ of a hydrant. (away from the building)  NFPA 
1141 2012, 7.2.1.4 
12. Fire department connections (FDC) shall have a 5” Integral Storz Pumper Connection, with a 30 degree angle. 
13. Construction will not interfere with access for emergency vehicle and/or fire department personnel. 2011 OFC 
Section 504.1 
14. Fire apparatus access roads/fire lanes shall have an unobstructed width of not less than 20 feet and an unobstructed 
vertical clearance of not less than 13 feet 6 inches.  2011 OFC 503.2.1 
15. Approved fire apparatus access roads/fire lanes shall be provided for every facility, building or portion of a 
building hereafter constructed or moved into or within the jurisdiction. The fire apparatus access road/fire lane shall 
extend within 150 feet of ALL portions of the facility and all portions of the exterior walls of the first story of the 
buildings as measured by an approved route around the exterior of the building or facility.   2011 Ohio Fire Code 
503.1.1 
16. New and existing buildings shall have approved address numbers, building numbers or approved building 
identification placed in a position that is plainly legible and visible from the street or road fronting the property.  These 
numbers shall contrast with their background.  Address numbers shall be Arabic numerals or alphabet letters.  
Numbers shall be a minimum of 4 inches (102mm) high with a minimum stroke width of 0.5 inch (12.7 mm). 2011 
OFC Section 505.1  
17. Emergency responder radio coverage in buildings. All buildings shall have approved radio coverage for emergency 
responders within the building based upon the existing coverage levels of the public safety communication systems of 
the jurisdiction at the exterior of the building. 2011 OFC 510.1 
18. A Knox Box (approved locking key box) is required to be installed in an approved location determined by the Fire 
Department 2011 OFC Section 506.1   Go to www.knoxbox.com to order (Minimum requirement: #3201), or contact 
the Westlake Fire Department at 440-835-6422 for more information.  Call WFD at to determine the approved 
location.  For new construction, the recessed box (#3220 + mounting kit) which is flush mounted on the outside wall is 
recommended.  Placement: Within 5’ of the front door and approximately 5’ high.  
19. All elevators shall have a minimum floor area of 35 square feet with the longest dimensions not less than 6’8”.  
The entrance door shall be a side mounted door not less than 42” in width.  An alternate elevator configuration may be 
approved by the Fire Department.  WCO 1303.10  
20. Fire alarm, fire detections, sprinkler, standpipes, and/or fire suppression plans to be submitted by certified 
professional designers for each area.  Plans are to contain specification sheets, calculations, etc…for proper review by 
AHJ.    2011 OFC Section 105.4 
21. A permit from the Fire Department is required for the use of all temporary propane, gasoline, diesel above ground 
tanks (flammable, combustible, liquid storage) on the site. WCO 1520.03  1520.08  
 •It is the contractor’s responsibility to renew the permits each month and inform the fire department when 
the tanks are removed. Call 440-871-3441 for information. 
 •Temporary above ground combustible fuel tanks shall not exceed 660-gallon capacity.  Locking devices are 
required on all dispensing units, and shall not be dispensed by gravity. OFC 1301:7-7-28 (G) (3) FM 2807.3. OFC 
1301.7-7-28 (C) (5) (2) FM 2803.5.1 Fire extinguishers are required at dispensing site. Tanks to be located not more 
than 200’ from a 20’ wide fire dept. access way, more than 25’ from the property line or adjacent structure, and more 
than 5’ from street or public way.  Impact protection, ground and spill protection will be provided. All applicable 
provisions of 2011 NFPA 30 and 2011 OFC Chapter 34 will be followed. 
 
Comments from 7/31/15 
1. There is a known gas well on this property.  Steps need to be taken to locate the well and insure the well has been 
properly taken care of before construction begins. 
2.  A minimum 8” fire main with private fire hydrants will be required on this site. WCO 1371 
3. All private  fire service mains and appurtenances shall  be installed and hydrostatically tested  in accordance with 
NFPA 24. OFC  1301: 7-7-05 (R) (2)   FM-517.2   Fire mains shall be flushed until clean of debris. 
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4. Fire hydrants are required on private property, in conformity with the WCO/Building Code, and shall be installed 
and in working order before beginning construction on the permanent structure for which the building permit has been 
issued. WCO 1371.02. 
5. The building and hydrant locations shall comply with Westlake Codified Ordinance 1371. "All buildings and 
structures shall be so located that all parts thereof are not more them 250 feet from at least two readily accessible 
public or private Fire Department hydrants. Such distance shall be measured along the centerline of the streets, 
roadways or driveways. " 
6. All fire hydrants, new or replacements shall have a 5’ Integral Storz Pumper Connection on the fire hydrant pumper 
nozzle and 2½" Cleveland Standard thread on the remaining ports. Hydrants shall be Mueller, Kennedy, or the 
equivalent. WCO 1371.04 
7.  All fire hydrants required shall be installed, in working order, and accessible at all times before beginning 
construction on the above grade permanent structure. WCO 1371.02 (g) 
8.  Private hydrant barrel/base shall be painted "RUST-OLEU M" Safety Yellow, caps painted "RUST-OLEUM'' 
White, or the equivalent. 
9.  The fire department connection (FDC) shall be located within 100' of a hydrant. (away from the building) NFPA 
1141 2012. 7.2.1.4 
10. Fire department connections (FDC) shall have a 5” Integral Storz Pumper Connection, with a 30 degree angle. 
11. Construction will not interfere with access for emergency vehicle and/or fire department personnel. 2011 OFC 
Section 504.1 
12. Fire apparatus access roads/fire lanes shall have an unobstructed width of not less than 20 feet and an unobstructed 
vertical clearance of not less than 13 feet 6 inches. 2011 OFC 503.2.1 
13. Fire apparatus access roads/fire lanes shall be designed and maintained to support the imposed loads of fire 
apparatus and shall be surfaced so as to provide all-weather driving capabilities. 2011 OFC 503.2.3 
14.  Approved fire apparatus access roads/fire lanes shall be provided for every facility, building or portion of a 
building hereafter constructed or moved into or within the jurisdiction. The fire apparatus access road/fire lane shall 
extend within 150 feet of ALL portions of the facility and all portions of the exterior walls of the first story of the 
buildings as measured by an approved route around the exterior of the building or facility. 2011 Ohio Fire Code 503. 
1.1. 
15.  The 25’/50’ turning radii shall be maintained throughout the site for emergency access. 2011 OFC 503.2.4 
16.  Tree clearance shall be maintained at a minimum height of 13' 6" for emergency vehicle access. 2011 OFC Section 
503.2.1 
17.  All elevators shall have a minimum floor area of 35 square feet with the longest dimensions not less than 6'8". The 
entrance door shall be a side mounted door not less than 42" in width. An alternate elevator con figuration may be 
approved by the Fire Department. WCO 1303.10 
18.  Fire alarm. fire detections, sprinkler, stand pipes. and/or fire suppression plans to be submitted by certified 
professional designers for each area. Plans are to contain specification sheets, calculations, etc...for proper review by 
AHJ. 2011 OFC Section 105.4 
19.  A permit from the Fire Department is required for the use of all temporary propane, gasoline, diesel above ground 
tanks (flammable. combustible, liquid storage) on the site. WCO 1520.03 1520.08 
• lt is the contractor’s responsibility to renew the permits each month and inform the fire department when the tanks 
arc removed. Call 440-871-3441 for information. 
•  Temporary above ground combustible fuel tanks shall not exceed 660-gallon capacity. Locking devices are required 
on all dispensing units, and shall not be dispensed by gravity. OFC 1301.7-7-28 (G) (3) FM 2807.3. OFC 1301.7-7-28 
(C) (5) (2) FM 2803.5.1 Fire extinguishers are required at dispensing site. Tanks to be located not more than 200' from 
a 20’ wide fire dept. access way, more than 25' from the property line or adjacent structure, and more than 5' from 
street or public way. Impact protection, ground and spill protection will be provided. All 
applicable provisions of 201 l N FPA 30 and 20 1 l OFC Chapter 34 will be followed. 
20.  Emergency responder radio coverage in buildings. All buildings shall have approved radio coverage for 
emergency responders within the building based upon the existing coverage levels of the public safety communication 
systems of the jurisdiction at the exterior of the building. 2011 OFC 510.1 
21. A Knox Box (approved locking key box) is required to be installed in an approved location determined by the Fire 
Department 2011 OFC Section 506.1  Go to www.knoxbox.com to order (Minimum requirement: #320l), or contact 
the Westlake Fire Department at 440-835-6422 for more information. Call WFD at to determine the approved location. 
For new construction, the recessed box (#3220 + mounting kit) which is flush mounted on the outside wall is 
recommended. Placement: Within 5' of the front door and approximately 5' high.


Police Recommends approval subject to the following conditions:  The diverter island and signage for 
the Center Ridge Rd. driveway are a start. No left turn signs are also required on the westbound 
side of Center Ridge before the driveway and on the eastbound side (facing east) immediately 
west of the driveway. WRITER can also foresee the need to install traffic delineators along the 
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center double yellow line to prevent westbound traffic from turning left. The service department 
will need to be included in the discussions for such installation.   


 
Traffic Delineators 


 
 
PART IV  GUIDE PLAN/ ZONING 
 
Guide Plan 
 
This property is indicated as office. 
 
Zoning Code Requirements 
 
1220.05  PLANNING COMMISSION REVIEW AND MODIFICATION 


a) After submittal of complete plans and review by the Planning Department for compliance to the Zoning 
Code pursuant to Section 1220.04, the Chairman of the Planning Commission shall place the 
development plan application on the Planning Commission agenda as soon as practicable after the plans 
have been determined to be complete according to the requirements of Section 1220.03.  The Planning 
Commission shall review the plans taking into account the spirit and intent of the Zoning Code, the 
standards and requirements of the Zoning Code, the location of the proposal, the effect on the 
surrounding properties and the relationship of the proposal to the Guide Plan. 


b) The Commission, in reviewing the proposed development plans for conformity to the provisions of the 
Zoning Code, may make adjustments to certain yards, area and other dimensioned requirements based on 
the performance standards of Section 1220.06.  If the applicant requests modifications or reductions to 
one standard, the Planning Commission may recommend and request modifications to increase other 
standards to offset the applicant’s request.  If modifications made by either the Planning Commission or 
applicant are subsequently approved by the Commission the modifications shall be made a part of the 
development plans and indicated on revised plans submitted by the applicant or such modifications shall 
be affixed to the development plans approved and signed by the applicant and chairman of the 
Commission.  The applicant and/or his assigns shall be bound by such modifications and conditions 
affixed and/or made a part of the approved development plan. 


 (Ord. 2009-130.  Passed 2-18-10.) 


  
1220.06  PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
Modifications to development plans in dimensioned and quantitative requirements for new development shall 
incorporate the following performance standards: 


Yes No 


(a) Modifications to setbacks, height, parking spaces or lot coverage shall not increase the overall amount of 
building square footage or intensity of use that could otherwise be developed on a parcel. 


X  


(c) Modifications for dimensional standards in the Zoning Code should be designed to provide better utilization 
of the land and offset by greater standards in other areas of the Zoning Code. 


X  
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(d) Modifications may be considered due to unique conditions of the parcel, building, design, parcel size, parcel 
location, topography, adjacent uses of proposed use of the parcel. 


X  


(e) Modifications shall be designed to protect the desirable characteristics of both existing and planned 
development as adjacent properties. 


X  


(f) Modifications shall promote the desirable and beneficial use of the land and promote the economic 
development of the City. 


X  


(g) Modification shall maintain convenient and safe access to properties and buildings. X  
(Ord. 1988-64.  Passed 6-16-88.) 


 
*Box Score 
 


STANDARD CODE PLAN DIFFERENCE 


LOT AREA 1 acres 3.55 OK 


BUILDING AREA  N/A 21,500 s.f. N/A 


BUILDING  Front 60’ planned ROW 180’ OK 


SETBACK Rear 40’ 570’ OK 
 Side 15’ 22’ OK 
 Corner Lot 40’ 70’ OK 


MINIMUM FRONTAGE 150’ +/- 260’ OK 


BUILDING HEIGHT 50’ 23’-6” OK 


PARKING Front 30’ planned ROW 32’ min. OK 


SETBACK Side 10’ 10’ except two spaces 
located at the southwest 
corner of the parking lot 
that encroach within the 
setback from a single 
family zone. 


Ok with modification.  


BUFFERING Required between 
commercial and 
residential uses 


Provided except for the 
aforementioned two 
spaces located at the 
southwest corner of the 
parking lot.  


Ok with modification. 


% LANDSCAPING Not less than 25% +25% OK 


TREE PRES. Number 3.55 X 15 = 54 124 OK 


 Caliper Inches 3.55 X 60”=213” 1034 OK 


 Street Trees 490’/40 = 12 large type for 
Crocker Road and 
240’/40 6 large type for 
Center Ridge Road 


+12 large type trees 
provided for Crocker 
Road 


6 large type trees 
provided for Center Ridge 
Road 


OK 


DRIVEWAYS 10’ – 12’; 20’ – 24’  24’ max. OK 


OFF-STREET PARKING 1 space/250 = 81 103 OK 


%LOT COVERAGE 25% 14% OK 


SIGNS     


Ground Signs Permitted 1 2 Requires modification for second 
sign. 


 Height 8’ 7’ OK 


 Setback 10’ from planned ROW 10’ OK 
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STANDARD CODE PLAN DIFFERENCE 


 Area 40 sf 30 sf OK 


 Illumination Int. or ext. Internal OK – shall not exceed 10 lumens 
measured at 3’ from the center of 
the sign. 


LIGHTING 20’ maximum height 18’ OK 


 Downcast/Shielded Downcast/Shielded OK 


 Not Excessive 
lighting/glare off site 


.1 fc or less at property 
line.  LED fixtures. 


OK 


TRASH ENCLOSURE Required 6’ tall, Masonry 7-8”, Brick to match 
building 


OK 


 Solid gates, bollards Metal siding gates, 
bollards 


OK 


CURBING Required for parking Provided OK 


HVAC Screened from view Lower that building 
parapet by 42” 


OK 


DESIGN GUIDELINES 


(MATERIALS) 


Brick, stone or masonry, 
maximum 4” X 12” size 
block. 


Brick and cast stone  OK 


 Colors in earthtone, white, 
red brick, etc. 


Earth Tone Colors OK 


 Materials discouraged: 
EIFS, concrete block, 
colored metal panels 


Aluminum composite 
panels are an accent 
piece.   


OK 


SIDEWALKS 5’ min. 7’ min. adjacent to 
parking stalls. 


5’ min. 7’ min. adjacent to 
parking stalls. 


OK 


 


*From Part 12 (Zoning) of the Westlake Codified Ordinances 


 


PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Monument Sign 
 
Findings-of-fact 
 
A second monument sign is permissible, since there is no wall 
signage, both monument signs are on different streets, the distance 
between the monument signs is approximately 340’ and they cannot 
be viewed at the same time. 
 
Recommendation 
 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff recommends that the 
Planning Commission approve the monument sign with the 
following conditions: 
 


1. A modification is granted for a second monument sign. 
2. Illumination shall not exceed 10 lumens measured at 3’ 


from the center of the sign. 
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Development Plan 
 
Findings-of-fact 
 


1. The two parking spaces identified in Part II of the Staff report encroach into the setback that is required 
for office zoning that abuts single family zoned property.  The abutting property is a split zoned  parcel 
with approximately 50 percent Office Building Zoning. 


2. A modification is required where the property abuts R-1f-80 zoning for portions of two parking spaces. 
3. The landscaping plan was revised to match the illustrative site plan (sheet SP.1). 


 
 
Recommendation 
 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff recommends that the Planning Commission approve the Crocker 
Professional Building with the following conditions. 
 


1. Parcels shall be assembled prior to construction.  
2. The location of the former gas well shall be determined prior to construction. 
3. Modification is granted to permit portions of two parking spaces located at the southwest corner of the 


parking lot to encroach within the buffering setback. 
4. The approval is subject to the conditions in Part III of the staff report and approval of the final plans by 


the Building and Engineering Departments in compliance with the code and the ordinances of the City of 
Westlake; and, in the development process, should there be any changes necessitated by engineering 
requirements that visually alter the appearance of the development approved by the Planning 
Commission, the plan shall be re-submitted to the Planning Commission. 


 





nsackman
File Attachment
Crocker Professionals Building Revise staff report.pdf
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Findings of Fact: 

1. A second monument sign is permissible, since there is no wall signage, both 
monument signs are on different streets, the distance between the monument signs is 
approximately 340’ and they cannot be viewed at the same time 

 
Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to approve the monument signs with 
the following conditions: 

1. A modification is granted for a second monument sign. 
2. Illumination shall not exceed 10 lumens measured at 3’ from the center of the 

sign. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Van Dyke 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Findings of Fact: 

1. The three parking spaces identified in Part II of the Staff report encroach into the 
setback that is required for office zoning that abuts single family zoned property.  
The abutting property is a split zoned parcel with approximately 50 percent Office 
Building Zoning. 

2. A modification is required where the property abuts R-1F-80 zoning for portions 
of three parking spaces. 

3. The landscaping plan was revised to match the illustrative site plan (sheet SP.1). 
 

Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to recommend approval of the Crocker 
Professional Building with the following conditions: 

1. Parcels shall be assembled prior to construction.  
2. The location of the former gas well shall be determined prior to construction. 
3. Modification is granted to permit portions of three parking spaces located at the 

southwest corner of the parking lot to encroach within the buffering setback. 
4. The approval is subject to the conditions in Part III of the staff report and approval of 

the final plans by the Building and Engineering Departments in compliance with the 
code and the ordinances of the City of Westlake; and, in the development process, 
should there be any changes necessitated by engineering requirements that visually 
alter the appearance of the development approved by the Planning Commission, the 
plan shall be re-submitted to the Planning Commission. 

ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Van Dyke 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
NEW BUSINESS 

Texas de Brazil Sign Plan, 174 Union St., PP#211-25-005, 
rep. R. Levitz, Ward 5 

Mr. Levitz reviewed the sign plan which consist of vinyl window graphics, wall sign, and feature 
sign which will consist of the colors red and white.  He reviewed renderings and details 
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explaining the plan as submitted complies with the sign criteria for Crocker Park.  Mr. Krause 
reviewed his staff memo. 
 

Findings of Fact: 
1. The proposal complies with the sign criteria. 

 
Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to approve the Texas de Brazil Sign 
Plan with the following condition: 

1. Condition that the plastic faced sign letters have matte finishes. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Van Dyke 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Carhartt Storefront & Sign Plan, 30045 Detroit Rd., 
PP#211-25-002, rep. R. Levitz, Ward 5 

Mr. Levitz reviewed the proposal for the storefront and sign plan. He explained this building 
used to be part of The Promenade but was rezoned to be in Crocker Park.  The storefront follows 
the Crocker Park criteria while the Crocker Park master sign criteria states that tenants in this 
building follow the Promenade sign criteria for elevations that face Promenade. The storefront 
will use a stained wood feature and he reviewed the elevations.  The sign plans incorporate the 
use of public art for one window with a large bridge graphic rather than blocking out the window 
with a white or black panel.  Mr. Levitz reviewed the sign details and explained he did work with 
planning staff and the tenant to come up with a solution for the windows that are not being used 
as display windows.   
 
Mr. Krause reviewed his staff memo noting the proposal was a good compromise from what was 
first proposed and discussed in meetings with Mr. Levitz.  He noted a modification is needed for 
the use of the color yellow. 
 
Storefront 

Findings of Fact: 
1. This tenant space is regulated under the Crocker Park Design Guidelines. 
2. The only proposed changes from the existing storefront is the addition of wood 

siding to several areas of the storefront and the blocking of two of the existing 
windows because of the addition of a stockroom and a wall inside of the tenant 
space. 

3. The wood siding that is depicted has a smooth stained finish. 
4. The stockroom window will be blocked with dark block out film and a 58.75 sq. 

ft. logo. 
5. The center window on the north elevation will be blocked out with an image of a 

Cleveland bridge. 
 

Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to recommend approval of the Carhartt 
proposed storefront with the following conditions: 

1. The wood siding must have a smooth stained finish as depicted in the materials 
submitted in compliance with the Crocker Park Design Guidelines. 




PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Development Plan Approval 
Requests approval of a new sign plan for Texas de Brazil 


Development Name Texas de Brazil 
Address 174 Union St. 


Meeting Date  11/9/15 PP# 211-25-005 
Processed By  Will Krause, AICP, Asst. Director of 


Planning  
Zoning/Current Use Mixed-Use PUD 


Applicant 
 


 R. Levitz, agent, for  
Yard House 
 


Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


10/13/15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to approve a sign plan for Texas de Brazil, the second tenant in the KSE-II building 
which is under construction. This is a tenant space which fronts on Union Square and the service alley just west of 
the existing Nordstrom Rack.  The storefront was previously approved with signage shown but the details were 
not ready at that time. In addition the alleyway storefront is being changed to eliminate a number of the windows 
as there was a misunderstanding and the tenant thought the adjacent alley was a pedestrian alley not just a service 
alley. These windows originally must have been proposed to have signage on them, the calculation matrix has 
been corrected by the representative to show that there are only 6 window signs instead of the original 15 as noted 
on drawing Sheet 5.   
 
Sign Plan 
The calculation matrix is substantially correct. The calculation matrices are based on Section 10.1 for a minor 
retail tenant under 20,000 sq. ft. The signage consists of the six vinyl window signs and one door sign mentioned 
above (8.67 sq. ft. total), one 31.12 sq. ft. wall sign mounted above the entrance, consisting of 25.81 sq. ft. red 
plex face letters and 5.31 sq. ft. of white plex face letters on the south façade, and a 56 sq. ft. square three sided 
feature sign to the left of the entrance on the corner of the building closest to Union Square. The feature sign has a 
routed red face with white push through plex letters. 
 
The maximum letter height permitted is 3’ tall, the wall signs have 1’9” tall letters. The overall wall sign height is  
6’2”. 
 
Places serving food and drinks are permitted up to two primary signs which is what they are proposing. No 
modifications are required.  
 
Design Considerations for signage from Crocker Park Mixed Use Sign Criteria and Master Sign Plan 
Section 3.1 specifies that plastic faced letters must have a matte finish. 
 
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
Fire  Recommends approval.  
 
PART IV  ZONING 
 
2000-2020 Guide Plan (May, 1985) – Major Shopping Area 
Guide Plan Update Sheets (Adopted by PC 4/5/91) – Office Building 
Draft Guide Plan Map (October 4, 2004) – Mixed Use PUD 
 
Zoning Code Requirements – Planned Unit Development –Crocker Park Revised PDP adopted 8/27/12 & 
amended on 10/21/13. 
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PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact – Sign plan   
 


1. The proposal complies with the sign criteria.  
 


Recommendation – Sign plan 
 
Recommend approval of the Texas de Brazil sign plan with the following condition: 


1. Condition that the plastic faced sign letters have matte finishes.  





nsackman
File Attachment
Crocker Park Texas De Brazil Sign Plan Report.pdf




PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 
Requests approval of a storefront and sign plan for Carhartt 


Development Name Crocker Park/Promenade 
Address 30045 Detroit Rd. 


Meeting Date  10/5/15 PP# 211-25-002 
Processed By  Will Krause, AICP, Asst. Director of 


Planning  
Zoning/Current Use Mixed-Use PUD 


Applicant 
 


 R. Levitz, rep. for  
Carhartt 
 


Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


10/13/15 & 10/29/15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to approve a storefront and sign plan for Carhartt. The Carhartt tenant space was 
most recently occupied by Max Wellness. It is the northernmost tenant space in the eastern wing of Crocker Park. 
This wing of the original Promenade Shopping Center was rezoned to PUD around the time that Nordstrom Rack 
occupied tenant space previously occupied by Borders Book Store. The rezoning to PUD was initiated in order to 
allow a residential tower to be constructed above Nordstrom’s but that part of the project fell through. Therefore 
the storefront is under the specifications of the Crocker Park Design Guidelines. However, when the Crocker Park 
Sign Criteria was updated to incorporate this part of the former Promenade it was decided that the north, west and 
southwest portions of this wing of the shopping center will continue to be regulated by the Promenade Sign 
Criteria. This is because these facades of the east wing relate more to the Promenade than to Crocker Park. If they 
were given the latitude to do the extra things permitted in Crocker Park for signage then the tenants in the other 
wings of the Promenade would want to do the same thing.  
 
Storefront 
Carhartt is a retailer of apparel traditionally worn by tradesmen and those who work outside for a living. Their 
apparel appeals to Millenials and the company is responding by opening stores in upscale lifestyle shopping 
centers. Part of their branding aesthetic is the use of reclaimed lumber on their store facades. However, since the 
Crocker Park Design Guidelines do not allow rough cut lumber they have opted for a more finished wood product 
that is smooth finished and stained and gives them the look of natural lumber while staying within the design 
aesthetic called for in the Crocker Park Design Guidelines. The wood siding will be attached to plywood which is 
attached with furring strips to the west and north elevations of the front canopy bump out and to three sides of the 
center bump out bay on the north façade. The rest of the façade remains the same. 
 
Months ago when Carhartt submitted construction plans for the interior build out of their space they were alerted 
by our department that they cannot just block the existing windows with the new interior walls constructed around 
the perimeter of the tenant space for interior product display. We did not want the same outcome of windows just 
blacked out with white or black vinyl attached to the glass. When the storefront and sign plans were first 
submitted they showed the easterly window on the north façade which looks into their stockroom blacked out 
with a 106 sq. ft. logo and the center window covered with a 305 sq. ft. sign. We tried to convince them to retain 
the center window as a display window to no avail. The compromise was for them to replace the 305 sq. ft. sign 
with a 305 sq. ft. image of a Cleveland bridge which fits with their branding but which we agree can be 
considered a piece of art. They also offered just black or white vinyl as options which we do not support. 
 
Sign Plan 
Under the Westlake sign code they are permitted 56.75 sq. ft. of sign area based on their 37.83’ wide west 
elevation (37.83’ X 1.5). Under the approved Promenade sign criteria, as a minor tenant they are permitted up to 
62.42 sq. ft. of sign area based on their 37.83’ wide west elevation (37.83’ X .66 X 2.5’). The Westlake code also 
permits Planning Commission to allow additional signage for a corner tenant based on their second façade. Their 
north elevation could permit up to another 180 sq. ft. of sign area (120’ X 1.5), for a total of 236.75 sq. ft. of sign 
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area. They are proposing 172.48 of sign area based on Sheet 6 of their 10/29 submittal which shows a maximum 
30” tall wall sign on the north elevation and Sheet 8 of their 10/13 submittal which depicts a 40.67 sq. ft. (2.5’ X 
16.27’) wall sign on their north elevation and a 26.04 sq. ft. (2’ X 13.02’) wall sign on their west elevation .  
 
In addition to the wall signs they are proposing the 58.75 sq. ft. logo in the easterly window on the north 
elevation, a 17.32 sq. ft. light box in the westerly window on the north elevation, 22.86 sq. ft. of light boxes in the 
west facing window, a 2.67 sq. ft. blade sign and 4.17 sq. ft. of door and window vinyl graphics. Except for the 
stockroom window blacked out with black vinyl and logo and the center window blocked out with art, the other 
storefront windows comply with Westlake code in that not more than 30% of the window is blocked by signage. 
 
Carhartt has a yellow-orange colored logo. The previous Max Wellness tenant received a waiver from the 
Promenade criteria to permit the use of orange in their signage. When that waiver was approved it stated that the 
waiver was not transferrable and that Planning Commission wanted to grant such waivers on a tenant by tenant 
basis. 
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
Fire  Recommends approval. 
 
PART IV  ZONING 
2000-2020 Guide Plan (May, 1985) – Major Shopping Area 
Guide Plan Update Sheets (Adopted by PC 4/5/91) – Office Building 
Draft Guide Plan Map (October 4, 2004) – Mixed Use PUD 
 
Zoning Code Requirements – Planned Unit Development –Crocker Park Revised PDP adopted 8/27/12 & 
amended on 10/21/13. 
 
PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact – Storefront   
1. This tenant space is regulated under the Crocker Park Design Guidelines. 
2. The only proposed changes from the existing storefront is the addition of wood siding to several areas of 


the storefront and the blocking of two of the existing windows because of the addition of a stockroom and 
a wall inside of the tenant space. 


3. The wood siding that is depicted has a smooth stained finish. 
4. The stockroom window will be blocked with dark block out film and a 58.75 sq. ft. logo. 
5. The center window on the north elevation will be blocked out with an image of a Cleveland bridge. 


 
Recommendation – Storefront 
Recommend approval of the proposed storefront with the following conditions: 


1. The wood siding must have a smooth stained finish as depicted in the materials submitted in compliance 
with the Crocker Park Design Guidelines. 


2. The logo blocking the stockroom window must not exceed 58.75 sq. ft. 
3. The image blocking out the center window on the north elevation must be a Cleveland bridge as depicted 


in the 10/29/15 submittal and must not contain any advertising. 
 
Findings-of-fact – Sign plan   


1. This tenant space is regulated under the Promenade Sign Criteria as stated in the Crocker Park Sign 
Criteria. 


2. The Promenade Sign Criteria permits up to 30” letters or logos for minor retail tenants. 
3. The Westlake Sign Code limits the height of logos and letters to 4’ tall. 
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4. The proposal includes maximum 30” letters in the wall signage as well as additional signage not included 
in the Promenade Sign Criteria consisting of a 7.83’ logo on block out film in the easterly window of the 
north elevation, 4.175 sq. ft. of window and door vinyl and 40.18 sq. ft. of light boxes in two of the 
display windows. 


5. The 7.83’ logo will require a 3.83’ modification from the Westlake Sign Code. 
6. The Carhartt signage includes yellow-orange colored logos which will require a waiver from the 


Promenade Sign Criteria. 
7. Max Wellness, the previous tenant in this space received modifications (should be waivers) for an 8.58’ 


tall window sign in the west facing window and a 12.5’ tall window sign on the north elevation, and 
modifications to allow 132.7 sq. ft. of additional sign area because they were a corner tenant and a waiver 
from the Promenade Sign Criteria to allow the color orange in their signage. 


 
Recommendation – Sign plan 
Approve the Carhartt Sign Plan as submitted with the following modifications, waivers and conditions: 


1. 3.83’ modification to permit a 7.83’ tall logo on block out film in the easterly window of the north 
elevation. 


2. Modification to allow more than 30% of the easterly and center windows on the north elevation to be 
blocked by block out film as long as the windows are not used for advertising except for the one 58.75 sq. 
ft. logo as depicted. 


3. A waiver from the Promenade Sign Criteria to allow the logo on block out film, window and door vinyl 
and light boxes in two of the display windows. 


4. A modification to allow 115.73 sq. ft. of extra sign area because this is a corner tenant. 
5. A waiver from the Promenade Sign Criteria to allow yellow-orange colored logos for this tenant only. 
6. Condition that these modifications and waivers apply to this tenant only. 


 
 





nsackman
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2. The logo blocking out the stockroom window must not exceed 58.75 sq. ft. 
3. The image blocking out the center window on the north elevation must be a 

Cleveland bridge as depicted in the 10/29/15 submittal and must not contain any 
advertising. 

ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Van Dyke 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Sign Plan 

Findings of Fact: 
1. This tenant space is regulated under the Promenade Sign Criteria as stated in the 

Crocker Park Sign Criteria. 
2. The Promenade Sign Criteria permits up to 30” letters or logos for minor retail 

tenants. 
3. The Westlake Sign Code limits the height of logos and letters to 4’ tall. 
4. The proposal includes maximum 30” letters in the wall signage as well as 

additional signage not included in the Promenade Sign Criteria consisting of a 
7.83’ logo on block out film in the easterly window of the north elevation, 4.175 
sq. ft. of window and door vinyl and 40.18 sq. ft. of light boxes in two of the 
display windows. 

5. The 7.83’ logo will require a 3.83’ modification from the Westlake Sign Code. 
6. The Carhartt signage includes yellow-orange colored logos which will require a 

waiver from the Promenade Sign Criteria. 
7. Max Wellness, the previous tenant in this space received modifications (should be 

waivers) for an 8.58’ tall window sign in the west facing window and a 12.5’ tall 
window sign on the north elevation, and modifications to allow 132.7 sq. ft. of 
additional sign area because they were a corner tenant and a waiver from the 
Promenade Sign Criteria to allow the color orange in their signage. 

 
Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to approve the Carhartt Sign Plan as 
submitted with the following modifications, waivers and conditions: 

1. 3.83’ modification to permit a 7.83’ tall logo on block out film in the easterly 
window of the north elevation. 

2. Modification to allow more than 30% of the easterly and center windows on the 
north elevation to be blocked by block out film as long as the windows are not 
used for advertising except for the one 58.75 sq. ft. logo as depicted. 

3. A waiver from the Promenade Sign Criteria to allow the logo on block out film, 
window and door vinyl and light boxes in two of the display windows. 

4. A modification to allow 115.73 sq. ft. of extra sign area because this is a corner 
tenant. 

5. A waiver from the Promenade Sign Criteria to allow yellow-orange colored logos 
for this tenant only. 

6. Condition that these modifications and waivers apply to this tenant only 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Van Dyke 
Nays: None, motion passed 
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Bonefish Grill Storefront, 1900 Crocker Rd., PP#211-25-
005, rep. R. Levitz, Ward 5 

Mr. Levitz reviewed the minor revisions to the storefront which were to add lighting to the 
awnings and the front entrance feature. The lights to be used at the front entrance are very 
contemporary and are features within the columns of the entry structure.  He reviewed the light 
details for the light fixtures above the canopies and the entrance feature lighting.  Mr. Bedell 
reviewed his staff memo noting the proposed lighting will provide subtle illumination of the 
awnings, front of building and entrance columns and will enhance the contemporary architecture 
of the building.  
 

Findings of Fact: 
1. The proposed lighting provides subtle illumination and is not construed as 

signage. 
2. Lighting is shielded and/or downward directed and is not expected to produce glare 

onto adjacent roadways or properties. 
 
Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second recommend approval of the Bonefish 
Grill storefront revision as presented with the condition that lighting is static. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Van Dyke 
Nays: None, motion passed 
 

Endrei Lot Spilt & Assembly Plat, 31156 Hilliard Blvd., 
PP#216-02-017 & 051, rep. T. DiBenedetto, Ward 6 

Mr. DiBenedetto explained the proposal is to split off a rear portion of land from the parcel on 
Hilliard Blvd. and assemble to the rear of a parcel on Downing Street.  The property owner on 
Downing Street is looking to purchase as much property as possible from the Endrei’s to create 
additional buffer and green space behind his property that he owns. This will create an odd 
shaped lot.  Mr. Krause reviewed his staff memo noting it does create an odd shaped new lot and 
the Endrei’s lot will only be 80’ wide but it is currently 80’ wide so the commission is not 
creating a new lot that is less than 100’ wide.  
 
It was discussed that the split shape was odd but both lots are existing lots and just a switch of 
ownership on the rear portions of the property.  The rear lot line on the Endrei’s lot was 
determined based on several large trees that the Endrei’s which to retain ownership.  
 

Findings of Fact: 
1. The approval of this plat will create an irregularly shaped lot and a remainder parcel 

that is less than 100’ wide. 
 
Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to approve the Endrei Lot Split and 
Assembly Plat with modifications to create an irregularly shaped lot and a remainder parcel 
that is less than 100’ wide. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Van Dyke 




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


 11/3/15 
 
PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Storefront Revision 
Two minor revisions proposed involving lighting. 


Development Name Bonefish Grill 
Address 1900 Crocker Road 


Meeting Date  11/9/15 PP# 211-25-005 
Processed By  Jim Bedell, AICP, Director of 


Planning and Economic Development 
Zoning/Current Use Mixed-Use PUD/Mixed-Use PUD 


Applicant 
 


 Richard Levitz, agent for 
Kimberly Williford, Bonefish Grill 
(Bloomin Brands Inc.)  


Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


10/13/5 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to approve a minor revision to the Bonefish Grill development plan to add lighting 
to the awnings and front entrance columns.   
 
Contemporary styled fixtures are proposed for the awnings that complement the building architecture.  They are 
black to match the awnings and are shielded and downward directed.  The fixtures are LED and provide a warm 
white illumination.  There are no graphics on the awnings, so the purpose for the fixtures is to wash the front of 
the building and awnings with light to provide subtle illumination. 
 
The two front entrance columns are proposed to have banding that catch light from LED fixtures placed in front 
of them.  More specifically, the LEDs are concealed in steel pipes that match the columns in material, color and 
design.  The lighting provides an accent to the front of the building to draw attention to the entrance that is within 
the covered outdoor dining area.  It is also is similar to lighting that washes the columns of the nearby K Garage, 
with the exception that this lighting is warm white LED that does not change color. 
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Fire  Approved. 
 
PART III GUIDE PLAN/ ZONING 
 
Crocker Park Mixed Use Area Design Guidelines 
 
Zoning Code Requirements – Planned Unit Development –Crocker Park Revised PDP 
 
PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact 
 


1. The proposed lighting provides subtle illumination and is not construed as signage. 
2. Lighting is shielded and/or downward directed and is not expected to produce glare onto adjacent 


roadways or properties. 
 
Recommendation 
 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff recommends that the Planning Commission recommend approval of 
the Bonefish Grill storefront revision as presented with the condition that lighting is static. 





nsackman
File Attachment
Bone fish revised storefront plan.pdf




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


 11/5/15 
 


PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Lot Split 
Endrei Lot Split & Assembly Plat 


  
Address 31156 Hilliard Blvd. 


Meeting Date  11/9/15 PP# 216-02-017 & 051 
Processed By  Will Krause, AICP, Asst. Director of 


Planning 
Zoning/Current Use R-1f-80/One Family 


Applicant 
 


 T. DiBenedetto Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


9/8/15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
The purpose of this request is to split off the rear back land on an 80’ wide parcel that fronts on Hilliard Blvd. and 
assemble it to the back of a lot that fronts on Downing Street in the Windsor Park Subdivision.   
 
The lot split and assembly will result in the creation of two parcels.  Parcel “A” remains as the 23,780 sq. ft. 
house parcel for the Endrei’s. The 19,830 sq. ft. back land, Parcel “C” will be assembled to Parcel “B” at 3609 
Downing Street with this plat to create a 45,311 sq. ft. Consolidation Parcel.  Both parcels currently have homes 
on them. 
 
Two modifications are necessary, for the creation of an irregularly shaped consolidation lot and for the creation of 
a remainder parcel that is less than 100’ wide. This action is not affecting the width of the Endrei parcel, it 
remains the same 80’ width – just the back land is being removed from the old 80’ wide lot. 
 
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Departments None Returned 
 
 
PART IV  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact  
1. The approval of this plat will create an irregularly shaped lot and a remainder parcel that is less than 100’ 


wide.  
 


Recommendation 
 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff recommends that the Planning Commission approve the Endrei Lot 
Split and Assembly Plat with modifications to create an irregularly shaped lot and a remainder parcel that is less 
than 100’ wide.  





nsackman
File Attachment
Endrei Lot Split and Assembly.pdf
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Nays: None, motion passed 
 

Craft Brewery Minor Rev. to Dev. Plans, 29305 Clemens 
Rd., PP#211-22-056, rep. P. Thornton, Ward 3 

Mr. Thornton explained the proposal is to add roll up doors on the north and east elevation, an 
exterior silo and glycol chiller.  The chiller will be screened with an 8’ high solid fence but the 
grain silo will have no screening as it is the height of the building.  The roll up doors will allow 
more light into the interior space.  Mr. Bedell reviewed his staff memo.  It was not recommended 
to screen the silo as it is a very tall structure that is difficult to screen due to size and it is an 
interesting element to the exterior, while the chiller should be screened.  
 
Discussion ensued that the roll up doors should not be used for any type of loading purposes now 
or in the future and they are architectural elements to bring light into the interior of the space. 
There should also not be live bands or music and Mr. Wheeler advised there are noise ordinances 
in place to address those concerns.  
 

Findings of Fact: 
1. The tasting room is an allowed accessory use. 
2. The grain silo and chiller must be located outdoors. 
3. The grain silo and chiller cannot be located elsewhere on the property without a 

setback modification. 
4. The location to the east of the building is less intrusive for the neighboring 

property to the south.   
5. The purpose of the roll up doors is to let light into the tasting room and not to 

provide additional loading and unloading bays for the building.  
6. Screening is provided for the chiller that requires a height modification.  
7. The tasting room will not have amplified live or recorded music that is in violation of 

the City’s sound regulations. 
 
Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to recommend approval of the Craft 
Brewery minor revision to a development plan with the following conditions: 

1. A 2’ height modification is approved for the glycol chiller screening fence. 
2. Setback modifications are approved for the grain silo and glycol chiller. 
3. Condition that the roll up doors for the tasting room are not to be used for any 

loading purposes now or in the future. 
4. The approval is subject to the conditions in Part III of the staff report and approval of 

the final plans by the Building and Engineering Departments in compliance with the 
code and the ordinances of the City of Westlake; and, in the development process, 
should there be any changes necessitated by engineering requirements that visually 
alter the appearance of the development approved by the Planning Commission, the 
plan shall be re-submitted to the Planning Commission. 

ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Van Dyke 
Nays: None, motion passed 
 




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


11/04/15 
 
PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Minor Revision to a Development Plan Development Name Craft Brewery 


Address 29305 Clemens Road 
Meeting Date  11/9/15 PP# 211-22-056 
Processed By  Jim Bedell, AICP, Director of 


Planning and Economic Development  
Zoning/Current Use EI/Exclusive Industrial 


Applicant 
 


 Patrick Thornton, Sixmo Architects, 
Engineers 


Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


10/14/15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
Microbreweries are permitted to have tasting rooms as an accessory use.  In order to develop one for the Craft 
Brewery, the following changes have been proposed: 
 


1. The applicant noted a lack of natural light within the space.  To address this they have proposed roll up 
doors (two on the north elevation and one on the east elevation).  The doors are in a clear anodized 
aluminum finish that is acceptable in the exclusive industrial district.  The Police Department is 
concerned that sound will be transmitted from the tasting room to residences due to the roll up doors.  The 
closest residence is approximately 700’ to the north and 400’ to the east.  There are large industrial 
buildings separating the residences from the Craft Brewery.  The applicant has stated that they do not 
intend to have live music or recorded music that is in violation of the City’s sound regulations (531.03). 


2. A decorative cable rail system at 3’ in height in stainless steel has been added to the roll up door openings 
per the requirements Ohio Liquor Control Commission. 


3. A new glycol chiller is added at east side of the building.  It is screened with an 8’ high solid panel 
decorative aluminum fence in black satin.  The screening fence was suggested by staff.  It requires a 2’ 
height modification. 


4. A new grain silo that is in galvanized steel color is shown next to the glycol chiller.  Staff did not suggest 
that this be screened, due to the height of the structure.  It was thought that the screening would be more 
intrusive than the structure itself.  


5. The glycol chiller and grain silo must be located on the exterior of the building.  Both are identified 
within the front yard setback for this corner lot.  Staff discussed with the applicant the possibility of 
locating them to the rear of the property (south side of building) but that encroach into a setback, places 
them closer to the neighboring building to the south and does not function as well given the interior 
layout of the brewery.  The proposed location is acceptable as being the most practicable location 
provided that a setback modification is granted. 


6. An existing tree will be relocated or replaced in kind in a location near the east property line. 
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Fire 1. Construction will not interfere with access for emergency vehicle and/or fire department personnel. 


2011 OFC Section 504.1 
2. Construction will not interfere with means of egress or fire exits unless prior approval is received 
from the Westlake Fire Department/Fire Prevention Office and other means of exiting are provided.  
2011 OFC Section 504.2 
3. New and existing buildings shall have approved address numbers, building numbers or approved 
building identification placed in a position that is plainly legible and visible from the street or road 
fronting the property.  These numbers shall contrast with their background.  Address numbers shall be 
Arabic numerals or alphabet letters.  Numbers shall be a minimum of 4 inches (102mm) high with a 
minimum stroke width of 0.5 inch (12.7 mm). 2011 OFC Section 505.1  
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4. A Knox Box (approved locking key box) is required to be installed in an approved location 
determined by the Fire Department 2011 OFC Section 506.1   Go to www.knoxbox.com to order 
(Minimum requirement: #3201), or contact the Westlake Fire Department at 440-835-6422 for more 
information.  Call WFD at to determine the approved location.  For new construction, the recessed box 
(#3220 + mounting kit) which is flush mounted on the outside wall is recommended.  Placement: 
Within 5’ of the front door and approximately 5’ high.  
5. Occupancy load shall be posted. 
 •Every room or space that is an assembly occupancy shall have the occupant load of the room 
or space posted in a conspicuous place, near the main exit or exit access doorway from the room or 
space.  Posted signs shall be of an approved legible permanent design and shall be maintained by the 
owner or authorized agent. 2011 OFC Section 1004.3 
6. Fire alarm, fire detections, sprinkler, standpipes, and/or fire suppression plans to be submitted by 
certified professional designers for each area.  Plans are to contain specification sheets, calculations, 
etc…for proper review by AHJ.    2011 OFC Section 105.4 
7. A permit from the Fire Department is required for the use of all temporary propane, gasoline, diesel 
above ground tanks (flammable, combustible, liquid storage) on the site. WCO 1520.03  1520.08  
 •It is the contractor’s responsibility to renew the permits each month and inform the fire 
department when the tanks are removed. Call 440-871-3441 for information. 
 •Temporary above ground combustible fuel tanks shall not exceed 660-gallon capacity.  
Locking devices are required on all dispensing units, and shall not be dispensed by gravity. OFC 
1301:7-7-28 (G) (3) FM 2807.3. OFC 1301.7-7-28 (C) (5) (2) FM 2803.5.1 Fire extinguishers are 
required at dispensing site. Tanks to be located not more than 200’ from a 20’ wide fire dept. access 
way, more than 25’ from the property line or adjacent structure, and more than 5’ from street or public 
way.  Impact protection, ground and spill protection will be provided. All applicable provisions of 
2011 NFPA 30 and 2011 OFC Chapter 34 will be followed. 


Police WRITER has reservations about the overhead doors.  There are still some homes to the north and east 
of this location.  Any amplified entertainment will impinge on the peace and quiet of the area.  
WRITER notes that a similar facility in Middleburg Hts. Does regularly have live amplified 
entertainment. 


 
PART IV  GUIDE PLAN/ ZONING 
 
Guide Plan 
 
The guide plan future land use map indicates this property as industrial.  Tasting rooms are a permitted accessory 
use. 
 
Zoning Code Requirements 
 
Box Score* 
 


STANDARD CODE PLAN DIFFERENCE 


BUILDING  Front 50’ 80’ Ok – nothing planned within this area. 


SETBACK Rear 50’ 25’ existing Ok – nothing planned within this area. 
 Side 30’ 50’ Ok – nothing planned within this area. 
 Corner 


Lot 
50’ Grain silo encroaches 15’ and glycol chiller 


encroaches 10’-9¼”.  
Modifications are required to reduce 
the front yard setback accordingly. 


 


*From Part 12 (Zoning) of the Westlake Codified Ordinances 
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PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact 
 


1. The tasting room is an allowed accessory use. 
2. The grain silo and chiller must be located outdoors. 
3. The grain silo and chiller cannot be located elsewhere on the property without a setback modification. 
4. The location to the east of the building is less intrusive for the neighboring property to the south.   
5. The purpose of the roll up doors is to let light into the tasting room and not to provide additional loading 


and unloading bays for the building.  
6. Screening is provided for the chiller that requires a height modification.  
7. The tasting room will not have amplified live or recorded music that is in violation of the City’s sound 


regulations.  
 
Recommendation 
 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff recommends that the Planning Commission approve the Craft 
Brewery minor revision to a development plan with the following conditions: 
 


1. A 2’ height modification is approved for the glycol chiller screening fence. 
2. Setback modifications are approved for the grain silo and glycol chiller. 
3. The approval is subject to the conditions in Part III of the staff report and approval of the final plans by 


the Building and Engineering Departments in compliance with the code and the ordinances of the City of 
Westlake; and, in the development process, should there be any changes necessitated by engineering 
requirements that visually alter the appearance of the development approved by the Planning 
Commission, the plan shall be re-submitted to the Planning Commission. 
 


 


EI/Exclusive 
Industrial 


OB/OFFICE 
BUILDING
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Craft Brewery minor revision to development plans.pdf
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Nationwide Insurance Sign Plan, 28715 Center Ridge Rd., 
PP#216-18-001, rep. B. Kelleher, Ward 4 

Mr. Kelleher explained Nationwide is revising their national logo so the existing signage will be 
replaced with new signs.  He reviewed the site and the sign details which are for windows 
graphics, a new tenant panel on the monument sign and wall sign.  The new logo is larger than 
the old logo but the overall amount of signage is being reduced.  Mr. Krause reviewed his memo.  
 

Findings of Fact: 
1. The tenant is rebranding and is replacing an existing 3’tall logo with a new 3’ tall 

logo. 
2. The proposed sign package includes window graphics that are not covered under the 

approved criteria. 
 
Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to approve the Nationwide Insurance 
Sign Plan as presented with the following waivers from the approved sign criteria for this 
shopping center: 

1. Allow a 3’ tall replacement logo and window graphics. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Van Dyke 
Nays: None, motion passed 

 
Crocker Park KSE II temporary barricade, Block K, 
Union St., PP#211-25-005, rep. R. Hegyes, Ward 5 

Mr. Levitz reviewed the proposal which is for a temporary barricade for a portion of the building 
that has not been completed. They are currently in discussion with a tenant for this location but 
until one has been secured the area needs to be barricaded off for public safety.  The structural 
steel for the footprint of the tenant space has been constructed in accordance with the preliminary 
development plan but a storefront plan will not be brought to the commission for consideration 
until a tenant is secured.  If they do not secure a tenant within the next couple of months they 
will come back to the commission with a more permanent barricade that would go from the top 
of the roof line to the ground.  The current proposal does not go all the way up to the roof line 
and is only as tall as the construction fence (6’).  Mr. Bedell reviewed his staff memo and noted 
that he suggested a condition with a date for a tenant to be secured.  If they have not secured a 
tenant by that date a more permanent barricade should be submitted to planning commission no 
later than their March 2016 meeting.  
 

Findings of Fact: 
1. The proposed temporary barricade is necessary to address public safety. 
2. Planning Commission approval is required, if scrim is used to temporarily outline 

the building pad, create an edge to the pedestrian alley and screen views to the 
unfinished space. 

 
Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to recommend approval of the KSE-II 
temporary barricade with the condition that if a tenant is not secured by January 8, 2016 an 
application for a permanent barricade shall be submitted to the Planning Commission for 
their March 7, 2016 meeting. 




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


 11/5/15 
 
PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Nationwide Sign Plan Development 


Name 
Kensington Square Shopping Center 


Address 
 


28715 Center Ridge Road 


PP# 216-18-001 
Processed By: William R. Krause, AICP, Assistant 


Planning Director 
Zoning/Current 
Use 


General Business/Shopping Center 


Applicant: B. Kelleher, representative Meeting Date 11/9/15 
Reviewed Plan 
Date Stamp  


10/21/15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
This sign plan is a re-branding of the existing Nationwide tenant in the Kensington Square Shopping Center. The 
reason this is before the Planning Commission is because there are some window graphics that were not 
previously approved and are not covered under the sign criteria for the shopping center and the logo is 3’ tall and 
the sign criteria for this center only allows 2’ tall logos on the front building.  
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
The city fire department approves the sign plans as submitted with conditions regarding address number minimum 
sizes, etc. 
 
PART IV  ZONING 
Zoning Code Requirements – Chapter 1223 
 


STANDARD* CODE PLAN DIFFERENCE 


ZONING DISTRICT General Business  General Business OK 


MAXIMUM SIGN AREA 
ALLOWED FOR THIS TENANT 


Total signage based on 
width of the tenant space 
X 1.0, 19’ X 1 = 19 sq. ft. 
but this shopping center 
had criteria approved 
under old sign code. 
Approved criteria allows 
19’ X .70 X 2’ = 26.6 sq. 
ft. 


Total 22.69 sq. ft. ; 2.7 
sq.ft. monument sign 
panels + 12.5 sq.ft. wall 
sign + 4.2 sq.ft. under 
canopy sign + 2.34 sq. ft. 
window graphic + .95 sq. 
ft. door graphic 


OK 


ILLUMINATION Internally illuminated 
signage is permitted. 


 


 


LED internally illuminated 
individual letters and logo 


OK 


 


 


MAXIMUM LENGTH OF ANY 
INDIVIDUAL LETTER OR 
LOGO 


48” = 4’. But criteria 
allowed for this building 
limits height to 2’ tall. 


Criteria allows maximum 
2’ tall for this building, 
they are proposing 3’ 


1’ waiver from the criteria 


MAXIMUM SIZE OF AN 
INDIVIDUAL SIGN PERMITTED 


100  sq. ft. Largest individual sign 
is12.5 sq. ft. 


OK 


COLOR OF SIGNAGE Uniformity on the site. 
Criteria does not specify 
specific colors. Most other 
tenant signage is white. 


Uniformity of monument 
sign panel & undercanopy 
sign panel + blue & white 
wall signage. 


OK 
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PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact 
1. The tenant is rebranding and is replacing an existing 3’tall logo with a new 3’ tall logo. 
2. The proposed sign package includes window graphics that are not covered under the approved criteria. 


 
Recommendation 
Based upon the above findings-of-fact, staff recommends that the Planning Commission approve the proposed 
sign plan as presented with the following waivers from the approved sign criteria for this shopping center: 


 
1. Allow a 3’ tall replacement logo and window graphics. 


 





nsackman
File Attachment
Nationwide Insurance Sign Plan Staff Review.pdf




WESTLAKE PLANNING COMMISSION 
STAFF REPORT 


 11/04/15 
 
PART I  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
Temporary Barricade 
Required due to the phasing of the construction of the KSE-II 
Building. 


Development Name Crocker Park KSE-II 
Address K Block 


Meeting Date  11/9/15 PP# 211-25-005 
Processed By  Jim Bedell, AICP, Director of 


Planning and Economic Development  
Zoning/Current Use Mixed-Use PUD/K Block is under 


construction 
Applicant 
 


 R. Hegyes, Stark Enterprises Reviewed Plan  
Date Stamp 


1/22/15 


 
PART II  PROJECT SUMMARY 
 
On 2/2/15 the Planning Commission approved a plan for two phases of the KSE-II building that included a 5,460 
s.f. tenant space at the northeast corner of the building to be completed in a future phase (see below).   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stark Enterprises is close to securing a tenant for this space and has installed the structural steel based on the 
approved building footprint in the PDP.  They have not constructed the storefront, because the design has not 
been approved by the Planning Commission for that space nor do not wish to construct a temporary one in order 
to “avoid constructing a façade and structural system which would then need to be demolished in accordance with 
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the design preferences of the tenant.”  They suggested that a temporary scrim wall with a graphic be installed 
around the perimeter of the building pad to provide the illusion of an edge wall and to block views to the 
unfinished portion of the building.  The Planning Commission approved the temporary scrim wall in concept with 
the understanding that its design would be submitted for approval at a future meeting, which is the purpose of this 
request.  More specifically, to secure the site a six foot tall chain link fence will be placed at the perimeter of the 
building pad.  It will be covered with black scrim material.  Staff discussed this barricade with the applicant and it 
was agreed that if they are unable to secure a tenant in the next 60 days, they will “submit a more permanent 
solution … such as scrim secured to the roof with a graphic” to provide screening of the temporary exterior walls 
of the KSE-II building and the support steel for this corner tenant space. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PART III DEPARTMENTAL REVIEWS  
 
Fire  Recommends approval.  
 
PART IV  ZONING 
 
2000-2020 Guide Plan (May, 1985) – Major Shopping Area 
Guide Plan Update Sheets (Adopted by PC 4/5/91) – Office Building 
Draft Guide Plan Map (October 4, 2004) – Mixed Use PUD 
 
Zoning Code Requirements – Planned Unit Development –Crocker Park Revised PDP. 
 
PART V  STAFF FINDINGS/RECOMMENDATIONS 


Findings-of-fact 
 


1. The proposed temporary barricade is necessary to address public safety. 
2. Planning Commission approval is required, if scrim is used to temporarily outline the building pad, create 


an edge to the pedestrian alley and screen views to the unfinished space. 
 
Recommendation 
 
It is recommended that the Planning Commission recommend approval of the KSE-II temporary barricade with 
the condition that if a tenant is not secured by January 8, 2016 an application for a permanent barricade shall be 
submitted to the Planning Commission for their March 2, 2016 meeting. 





nsackman
File Attachment
Crocker Park Bld KSE-II temporary baricade.pdf
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ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Van Dyke 
Nays: None, motion passed 

Westlake Guide Plan, proposed updates 
No discussion. 

Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to table the guide plan updates. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Van Dyke 
Nays: None, motion passed 

MISCELLANEOUS  
Request an extension of time for: 14-03-16 Livingston 
Villas Development Plan (nursing home), Crocker Rd. 
(north of 3550), PP#216-10-023, rep. D. Goodwin, WARD 
6 (planning commission recommended approval 12/4/14; 
council approved 12/18/14) 

Mr. Bedell advised the applicant requested an extension of time for their approved development 
plans as they are still going through the process of obtaining their certificate of need.  

Motion: Mr. Lamb moved and Mr. DiCarlo second to grant an extension of time for the 
approved Livingston Villas Development Plan for 12 months to November 2016. 
ROLL CALL ON APPROVAL: 
Yeas: Lamb, Meehan, Getsay, DiCarlo, Van Dyke 
Nays: None, motion passed 

ADJOURNMENT 
Meeting adjourned at 8:55 p.m. The next regular meeting is scheduled for Monday, December 7, 
2015, in the Westlake City Hall Council Chambers. 

_______________________________  ____________________________________ 
Chairman Dan Meehan Nicolette Sackman, MMC 

Clerk of Commissions 

Approved: December 7, 2015

Nicolette SackmanDan Meehan
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TO:  Westlake Planning Commission 


FROM: Jim Bedell 


CC:  Nicolette Sackman 


DATE: 11/4/15 


RE: Westlake Guide Plan Proposed Updates 


 
 
 


I made changes to the Guide Plan based on comments received at the 10/20/15 work session.  In 
addition, Will Krause and I reviewed the Thoroughfare Plan, Table 24 – Summary of Existing and 
Future Major Streets and the Critical Street Openings Index and Map.  These items have also been 
brought up to date.   
 
To aid in your review, I have provided only the text that was changed on the following pages.  The 
original text is in black; the revised text prior to the work session is in red; and the text that was 
revised after the work session is in green.  The page numbers I cite may be slightly different from your 
copy of the Guide Plan since they changed as I added text to the document. 
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The bulk of this Guide Plan originated in the 1984 amendment to the 1980 Guide Plan.  In 1991, the 


Special Study Areas Plan in Chapter 5 was amended to include recommendations for the future 


development of properties adjacent to I‐90, Crocker, Detroit and Center Ridge Roads.  A draft Guide 


Plan, Executive Summary and Future Land Use Map was completed in 2004 but not adopted by the City.  


The Executive Summary was approved by the Planning Commission in 2004 and is included in appendix 


D .  It is noted here because it contains data that is was still relevant and was helpful in for the 


preparation of this revision.   


Chapter 1 ‐ INTRODUCTION                   Page 1 


Westlake is a diversified city of approximately 32,729 (2010) population living in an area of 
more than 10,000 acres (15.93 square miles) located at the northwest edge of Cuyahoga County.  
Due to its relative distance outward from downtown Cleveland, this once prime agricultural area 
specializing in orchards and vineyards has only recently begun to experienced the growth forces 
of rapid suburbanization since the 1970s.  Now the area’s fastest growing suburban community 
with the largest available reserve of undeveloped land, Westlake’s continued attractiveness  to 
development will continue to flourish with forthcoming completion of such important supportive 
facilities developments  as a place to develop and grow is evidenced by recent major office and 
commercial developments of Hyland Software, Nordson Corporation,  Equity Trust, American 
Greetings World Headquarters and as Crocker Road Park Phase III, and new residential homes in 
single family subdivisions and multi-family developments West Shore Health Care Campus and 
City-wide sewer and water improvements.    


Chapter 2 ‐ CONTEXT FOR PLANNING     Page 4 


 


Age	Distribution		
Age groups experiencing the greatest population in 1980 2010 were the 25 to 44 50 to 59 year 
group with 26 16.3 percent of the total population, the 45 to 54, the 65 and over 40 to 49 year 
group with 13 14.8  percent and the over 70 year group with 12 14.3 percent, and.  (Table 3).   
NOTE: THE ONLY CHANGE WAS TO PLACE THESE IN THE PROPER ORDER 
ACCORDING TO PERCENTAGE 
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Chapter	3	–	RESIDENTIAL	PLAN	
“To maintain the residential character of the City.”   
“To encourage appropriate housing for the elderly and young adults as needs are perceived.” 
 
Chapter 3 – RESIDENTIAL PLAN                  Page 10 


 


Nursing	Homes,	Skilled	Care,	and	Assisted	Living	Facilities	Elderly	Housing	
There are numerous nursing homes, skilled care and assisted living facilities in Westlake such as,  
Existing and proposed elderly housing developments are shown on the plan, including Mattie Maran’s  
Arden Courts of Westlake, the Belvedere of Westlake, Brighton Gardens of Westlake, Devon Oaks, 
Gardens of Westlake, and the Hospice of the Western Reserve complex west of Cahoon Road,  Life Care 
Center of Westlake, the Lutheran Home of Concord Reserve, Orchards of Westlake, Our House, 
Westlake Village, Rae Ann Suburban and Rae Ann Westlake.  Additional elderly housing is facilities are 
especially recommended for the vicinity of the future West Shore Health Care St. John Medical Center.  
Any other indicated multifamily area close to shopping and community facilities could also be 
considered for elderly housing as long as the density and height limitations suggested in the Residential 
Plan are abided by.  NOTE: THE ONLY CHANGE WAS TO PROVIDE AN ALL INCLUSIVE LIST AND PUT IN 
ALPHABETICAL ORDER. 
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Summary	of	Business	Recommendations	
Based upon the above considerations, the Guide Plan Map, in accordance with the 1984 Guide Plan and 
1991 revisions, incorporates approximately 425 acres of basic retail business at full development, Since 
1983, the Guide Plan has provided recommendations for changes in zoning to provide a balance of 
commercial and residential properties in order to right size business districts and guard against the 
creation of continual strip development along major corridors.  This trend continues in this revision and  
assuming a 4‐community primary trade area, major office potential and a local ultimate population of 
approximately 60,000.  Table 17 summarizes recommendations for all retail classifications, indicating 
both existing and ultimate acreages for each category.    Iit should be noted that further calibration of 
the recommended 425 acres is needed this number will need to be calibrated to reflect more recent 
commercial development in North Olmstead and Avon summarized in Table 17.  These shopping centers 
are located within the ten minute drive time identified in Map 2 and represent 3.7 million square feet of 
retail area, exclusive of smaller strip centers and stand‐alone commercial businesses.  The high amount 
of retail space per capita and flat population growth in the region, along with changing shopping habits 
(internet sales), are likely to impact the viability of additional commercial development within Westlake 
and the trade area as a whole.  The business zoning in Westlake pre‐dates much of this development 
and should be calibrated based on future needs which may reduce the aforementioned reductions of 
commercial acreage may be necessary 425 acres somewhat in order to maintain a critical mass of retail 
businesses that can be supported locally and regionally.  To this end, the City should update the 
2009/2010 Commercial and Industrial Analysis: Westlake and Surrounding Communities study with a 
focus on right‐sizing the amount of land required for business uses. 
Chapter 4 – RETAIL BUSINESS PLAN     Page 24 
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School	Planning	
In 2001‐02, the Ohio School Facilities Commission (OSFC) assessed the facility needs for all The Westlake 
City School District has seven school buildings: Bassett Elementary, Dover Elementary, Hilliard 
Elementary, Holly Lane Elementary, Parkside Intermediate, Lee Burneson Middle School, and Westlake 
High School.  In addition to its administration building, maintenance department/bus depot, and seven 
school buildings, the District owns approximately 33 acres of vacant property on the east side of Bradley 
Road between Center Ridge Road and Bel Aire Circle that is available for additional facility needs and 
may also include opportunities for recreation. 
 


Table	23	–	Westlake	City	Schools	and	Facilities	
 


Westlake City Schools and Facilities 


1  Parkside  24525 Hilliard Boulevard 


2  Central Office/Board of Education  27200 Hilliard Boulevard 


3  Dover Elementary  2300 Dover Center Road 


4  Holly Lane Elementary  3057 Holly Lane 


5  Basset Elementary  2155 Bassett Road 


6  Hilliard Elementary  24365 Hilliard Boulevard 


7  Dover Intermediate  2240 Dover Center Road 


8  Lee Burneson Middle School  2260 Dover Center Road 


9  Westlake High School  27830 Hilliard Boulevard 


10  Maintenance Department/Bus Depot  1097 Bassett Road 


11  Vacant Property (33 Acres)  Bassett Road 


 
 
Chapter 7 – COMMUNITY FACILITIES PLAN            Page 59‐62 
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Map	5	–Westlake	City	Schools	and	Facilities	
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The current planning efforts of the Westlake Public City School System District are on identifying 
measures that address “overcrowded deteriorating school facilities” on instead of not on acquiring 
additional property for new facilities.  In 2010, the District successfully passed a Phase I bond issue that 
resulted in the new Westlake High School (completed in 2014), the new Lee Burneson Middle School 
and a renovated middle school that now serves as Dover Intermediate School (completed 2013).   While 
the Westlake School System’s Facilities Report included a Phase II component that directly addressed 
the District’s four elementary buildings, at the time the 20/20 Vision Committee suggested that the 
District reconvene the group after Phase I was completed and revisit the options for Phase II.  This 
process began in October, 2014 and is ongoing when District representatives from Lesko Architects and 
school officials reviewed the previous work of the 20/20 Vision Committee, as well as review a recent 
feasibility study of their properties.   .   For more information regarding the Westlake Public Schools, 
please see:  The Westlake City Schools website at http://wlake.org/Pages/default.aspx . 
 
Their findings were included in the Ohio School Facilities Commission Report.1  The District, built upon 
the findings of the OSFC in 2008, when their consultants, Lesko Architecture, completed the Facilities 
Report.  It included an action timeline for how the District has addressed its facilities to date; an 
assessment of all buildings; a building deficiencies summary  (breakdown by building of specific facility 
deficiencies as identified by OSFC and Lesko Architecture reports); and an enrollment 
history/projections report .  Enrollment projections were developed after analyzing the data collected in 
this report that indicate a very small increase of enrollment of 59 students in grades Pre‐K through 12, 
not including regular Pre‐K students, from the 2008‐09 to the 2018‐19 school year.  Due to this very 
limited increase, the District is focusing its efforts on its existing facilities in place of developing 
additional ones.  To this end, In 2009, the Westlake City District convened the first meeting of the 20/20 
Vision Committee to compile data, seek feedback, develop options and prepare a master facilities plan 
to address its aging and overcrowded school buildings.  
Chapter 7 – COMMUNITY FACILITIES PLAN            Page 59‐62 


 
 


NOTE: The following is removed because it is the location of Remington Apartments and City Hall  


Natural	Preservation	Area	
Cahoon Creek Drainage Area, between Hilliard Boulevard and Detroit Road, would make an excellent 


passive recreation/education area.  An evaluation of this area should be done to determine its 


usefulness as an outdoor laboratory school purposes and as a natural area for Westlake citizens. 


Chapter 7 – COMMUNITY FACILITIES PLAN    Page 66 
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City	Hall	
The Westlake City Hall completed in 2003, replaced the former one‐story 19,200 square foot building 


that was completed in 1955 and is currently owned by the Westlake City Schools District.  City Hall is a 


two story, 67’ tall building that includes 44,572 square feet of administrative offices of the City.  It also 


houses the council chambers and support functions for Westlake city government.  Architects, Bluden 


Barclay Robbie Associates Architects, designed the building to reflect a Georgian influence through the 


use of brick, limestone, wood trim and copper. Its 3.5 acre site along the wooded banks of the Cahoon 


Creek was designed to complement the topography of the site.  City Hall was constructed between 2001 


and 2003 for a total approximate cost:  $9,200,000. 


The City Hall grounds include walking trails, landscaping, a gazebo, foot bridge over the Cahoon Creek 
and the Westlake Bicentennial Clock.  The clock, dedicated in 2011, is designed in the style of a vintage 
street clock.  Its $45,000 cost was paid for through donations from the city's bicentennial fund, Westlake 
Historical Society, Westlake Lions Club, Lakewood Elks Club and many Westlake residents.  It includes a 
recorded carillon.    
Chapter 7 – COMMUNITY FACILITIES PLAN                                                                           Page 67 
 


 


Police	Headquarters	Department		
The Westlake Police Department is located at 27300 Hilliard Boulevard.  The approximately 20,000 


square foot facility, approved and constructed in 1989‐1990, is influenced by Georgian design.  It houses 


the three bureaus of the Police Department: Field Operations, Administrative Services, and Criminal 


Investigations, as well as the city jail.  A key objective of the department has been to improve building 


security. To this end, recent improvements have been approved including a new 8’ tall decorative fence 


along the rear of the building and bollards for the front of the building.  The Five‐year capital 


improvement plan has indicated the need for an addition to the facility.  Public records requirements, 


evidentiary standards, and the additional personnel and equipment that have become necessary in the 


police department since the building was constructed have pushed it to near capacity.  An addition in 


the form of office and storage space or in the form of another police garage that would allow for an 


Emergency Operations Center/Training Room/Community Room is needed. In 2016, an “Envelope 


Study” of the Police Department facility may be conducted to determine the exact needs of the Police 


Department, and how and when to meet those needs. 


Chapter 7 – COMMUNITY FACILITIES PLAN                                                                    Page 67‐68 


 


Fire	Stations	
The Fire Department currently operates from two stations: Fire Station #1 at 3200 Crocker Road and Fire 


Station #2 at 2110 Columbia Road.  The administrative offices are also located at Station #2.  A draft of 


the Westlake Fire Station Facilities Assessment is currently being developed. It indicates that both fire 


stations are about 25 years old; systems are reaching the end of service life; and building codes, life 


safety requirements and technology have changed. A condition assessment and operational 
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effectiveness was completed for both stations that resulted in a recommended list of maintenance work 


with an estimated cost of $1.1 million.  In addition to this work, expansion and renovation of both 


stations has also been explored at an approximate cost of $3.1 million.  The City is also considering a 


new centrally located fire station and administrative office to improve efficiencies and reduce response 


times. 


Chapter 7 – COMMUNITY FACILITIES PLAN              Page 68 


 


Service	Center	
The Westlake Service Center, located at 741 Bassett Road, is the headquarters of the City’s forestry, 


parks, sewer, roads, signal and signs, and building maintenance crews.  The 46.5 acre site includes a 


68,000 square feet facility, constructed in 2006, that includes administrative offices, a lunch and training 


room, locker rooms with showers, communications and file storage, division rooms, vehicle storage bay, 


and a vehicle maintenance bay.  In addition the site includes a 6,400 square foot salt storage barn with a 


2,000 ton capacity, a covered tipping pad and material storage, and compost and yard waste recycling 


area. 
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Porter	Library	
A new public library is under construction on a four acre site located on the south side of Center Ridge 


Road, ¼ mile west of Dover Center and Center Ridge Roads.  The new facility retains the desirable 


locational accessibility valued in the old location and will provide expanded services for Westlake’s 


continually growing population.  


Westlake’s Porter Library, located on a 7.6 acre site, at 27333 Center Ridge Road was expanded to its 


current 75,000 square feet in 2002. The library provides a drive‐up window, children’s imagination 


stations, listening stations, quiet rooms, reading garden, living room, meeting rooms, café, and gift shop.  


In 2015, the library commenced a $600,000 renovation to provide a more open feel to the lobby along 


with other improvements to better highlight new materials, spread things out, and improve sight lines 


back into the children's area.  The highly popular Porter Library is visited by over 6 million annually who 


borrow 1.3 million items.  Following the national trend for libraries, Porter Library serves as a 


“community center," for Westlake residents.  In addition to books and other materials that are the core 


purpose for the library, the many public areas and extensive programing provides opportunities for 


individuals to study, learn, and interact with others in ways that are not otherwise provided for in the 


community. 


  Chapter 7 – COMMUNITY FACILITIES PLAN            Page 69‐70 
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NOTE:  the following table updates the draft table on pages 71‐72 in Chapter 8 – THOROUGHFARE 


PLAN 


Table	24	–	SUMMARY	OF	EXISTING	AND	FUTURE	MAJOR	STREETS2	


STREET 


1957‐


1968 


THOR. 


PLAN 


1963 GUIDE 


PLAN 


1980‐1984 


GUIDE PLAN 


EXISTING 


RIGHT‐


OF‐WAY 


2004 UPDATE 


RW  RW  LANES  RW  LANES  RW  LANES1 


BIKEWAY 


ADDITIONAL  


RW2 


Bassett  ‐‐  ‐‐  ‐‐  ‐‐  ‐‐  50’‐60’  60’  2   


Bradley  ‐‐  100’  4‐6  60’ 


2 


lanes  40’‐60’  80’3  2‐3  10’ 


Canterbury  No recommendation  60’  60’  2  10’ 


Center Ridge  100’  100’  6  100’  4  60’‐80’  80’  4  ‐‐ 


Clague  100’  100’  4‐6  80’  2  60’‐70’  80’  3‐4  ‐‐ 


Clemens  No Recommendation  60’  80’ 60’  3‐4 2‐3  10 


Columbia  100’  100’  4‐6  80’  4  40’‐60’  80’  4  ‐‐ 


Columbia 


Extension  Not part of plan  80’  4  Proposed 80’  4  ‐‐ 


Crocker  ‐‐  ‐‐  ‐‐  100’  4  80’ 


80’‐


100’4  4‐6  15’ 


Crocker 


Extension  Not part of plan  100’  4  Proposed 80’  4  15’ 


Detroit  80’  80’  4  80’  4  60’‐70’  80’  4  ‐‐ 


Dover Center  100’  100’  4  60’  2  50  60’  3  ‐‐ 


Hilliard  100’  100’  4  100’  4  100’  100’  4  ‐‐ 


Porter  ‐‐  80’  4  60’  2  60’  60’  2  ‐‐ 


                                                            
2 2004 Draft Revisions to the 1984 Guide Plan 
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Porter 


Extension  ‐‐  80’  4  80’  2  ‐‐  Removed from Plan 


Rose  80’  80’  4  ‐‐  ‐‐  60’  60’  2  ‐‐ 


Rose Extension  80’  80’  4  ‐‐  ‐‐  60’  Removed from Plan 


Schwartz  No Recommendation  60’  60’  2  ‐‐ 


Westown Blvd.  80’  ‐‐  ‐‐  ‐‐  ‐‐  60’  60’  2  ‐‐ 


Westwood  80’  80’  4  60’  2  60’  60’  2  ‐‐ 


New Collector  ‐‐  ‐‐  ‐‐  60’  2  ‐‐  Removed from plan. 


NOTES: 


  RW=Recommended right‐of‐way width 


  Recommended right‐of‐way widths and number of lanes are for purposes of general roadway 


  planning. 


1. Intersections and high volume segments may require additional width and lanes. 


2. Bikeway Additional RW is applicable to segments were indicated in Bike Facility Plan. 


3. 80’ Bradley Road, north of Detroit Road. 


4. 100’ Crocker Road along frontage of Crocker Park Development. 


Note: the following was included in the earlier draft but incorrectly shown in black instead of red. 


Industrial	Plan	
The Industrial Plan continues to restrict future industrial development to the vicinity of Interstate 90 


north of Detroit Road.  Within existing industrial zoning, approximately 25 acres of land was specifically 


designated for Office‐Laboratory usage.  It is suggested that the zoning text be amended to permit 


offices as an optional conditional use throughout the district, while allowing the vacant land remain in 


the Exclusive Industrial zone to be developed as industrial if desired.  This provides a high level of 


flexibility, allowing development to be reflective of market conditions and highest and best use of the 


property.     


Chapter 9 – FUTURE LAND USE                   Page 76 
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Note:  The following is suggested for clarification purposes. 


To implement the Guide Plan recommendations set forth in this report Guide Plan will require rezoning 


approximately 400 acres of land from present pre‐1984 zoning district classifications to those districts 


permitting the uses which the plan proposes.   


Index                      Page 78‐79 


 


In addition to items discussed at the work session, staff has revised the Critical Street index to be 


reflective of current development in Westlake and the potential for new streets.  We have not provided 


projections for additional future streets, as that will be included in visioning for the next guide plan 


update.  The updated items are in green. 


Appendix	B	–	CRITICAL	STREET	OPENINGS	INDEX	AND	MAP	
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Pre 2004 
Opening # 


2004 or 
new 


Opening 
#  Connecting Street  PPN  Present Use 


1  1  Bradley Road  211‐02‐012 
Vacant General location of 


Viking Pkw. 


  211‐02‐003  “ 


  211‐02‐004  “ 


  211‐02‐006  “ 


2    Bradley Road  211‐04‐006 
Dwelling 


 


  211‐04‐004  General Location of Viking Pkw. 


  2  Viking Parkway    Replaced by Tri‐C West Campus 


3  3  Avon Road  211‐05‐005 
Vacant 


Burr Oak Sub. 


  211‐05‐007  “ 


  211‐05‐008  “ 


  211‐05‐010  “ 


4  4  Bradley Road  211‐06‐002 
Vacant  


The Glens Subdivision  


5  5  Bradley Road  211‐10‐029 
Vacant 


Kilgour Residence 


6  6  Detroit Road  211‐08‐002 


Vacant 
Not in system  
Burr Oak 


7    Bradley Road  216‐06‐002 
Vacant 


Riviera Residence 


  216‐06‐001  “ 


  216‐06‐003  “ 


  216‐06‐006  “ 


  211‐12‐009  “ 


8    Schwartz  216‐03‐001 
Vacant 


Schwartz connector 


9    Schwartz  216‐05‐015 


Vacant  
Sawgrass Lane built to Bassett 


Instead 


  216‐05‐014  “ 


  216‐05‐007  “ 


10  10  Schwartz Road  216‐01‐006  Vacant 


      216‐01‐007  “ 


      216‐01‐008  “ 


      216‐01‐010  Residence 


  216‐01‐012  Vacant 


  216‐02‐001  Residence 
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Pre 2004 
Opening # 


2004 or 
new 


Opening 
#  Connecting Street  PPN  Present Use 


11    Bradley Road  217‐02‐005 
Vacant 


Bel Aire Cir. 


12  Lincoln Road  217‐01‐026  Vacant 


  217‐01‐027 


      217‐01‐028  Residence 


  217‐01‐032  “ 


13  17  Lincoln Road  217‐03‐010 


Vacant 
 Park Subdivision prevents this 


opening 


  217‐03‐006  “ 


  217‐04‐001  “ 


14  19  Bradley Road  217‐04‐021  Vacant 


15    Center Ridge  217‐05‐001 
Vacant 


Prestwick Crossing Residence 


  217‐14‐021  “ 


16    Center Ridge  217‐14‐010 
Vacant 


Next to Prestwick Crossing 


  217‐14‐021  Not in system 


17    Detroit Road  211‐25‐003 
Vacant 


The Promenade 


  211‐25‐006  “ 


18  33 
Bassett‐Stearns 
Crocker Road  211‐26‐001 


Vacant 
Crocker Park 


19   
Bassett‐Stearns 
Crocker Road  211‐29‐003 


Vacant 
Blocked by Devon Oaks 


20  49 
Bassett‐Stearns 
Crocker Road  211‐29‐007 


Vacant 
Constructed as Woodruff 


21    Hilliard Blvd  216‐26‐003 
Vacant Not in System 


Devonshire Oval 


22    Schwartz  216‐08‐010 
Vacant 


Wood Oak Residence 


23   
Bassett‐Stearns 
Crocker Road  216‐12‐002 


Vacant 
Back of Chairman’s Rowe 


24    Center Ridge  217‐12‐004 
Vacant 


Residence 


  217‐22‐002  Fairway Drive 


25   
Bassett‐Stearns 
Crocker Road  217‐24‐001 


Vacant 
Bretton Woods Subdivision 


26    Bassett  212‐16‐003 
Vacant 


Next to Holden’s Arbor Run 


27  58  Bassett  212‐27‐003  Vacant Residence 
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Pre 2004 
Opening # 


2004 or 
new 


Opening 
#  Connecting Street  PPN  Present Use 


  212‐27‐004  This lot blocks Woodmill Drive 


  212‐27‐006  Residence 


  212‐27‐007  Near Indianpath Drive 


28    Bassett  216‐31‐015  Vacant Not in system 


  216‐31‐014  “ 


29    Hilliard Blvd  216‐31‐021  Vacant West Avalon Drive 


  216‐31‐005  Hilliard Residence 


  216‐31‐007  Preston Residence 


30    Hilliard Blvd  216‐31‐004 
Vacant Regency Pt. Residence 
 Recreation Center Opening 


  216‐27‐005  Regency Pt. Residence 


  216‐31‐003  Regency Pt. Residence 


31   
Bassett‐Stearns 
Crocker Road  216‐27‐001 


Vacant 
Not on map as a street 


opening. 


  216‐27‐010  Coventry Drive 


32  54 
Bassett‐Stearns  
Hampshire Place  216‐12‐0072 


Vacant 
29278 Swartz Road backland 


  216‐27‐010  North Windsor Residence 


33   


Bassett‐Stearns  
Crocker Road 
Hummingbird  217‐11‐00417 


Golf range Vacant property 
accessed from Hummingbird 


stub street (29430 Center Ridge 
backland) 


34   
Bassett‐Stearns 
Crocker Road  217‐11‐017  Golf range Hummingbird  


35   
Bassett‐Stearns 
Crocker Road  217‐26‐002 


Vacant 
Crocker Road 


36    Center Ridge  216‐18‐001 
Vacant 


Stonegate 


  216‐17‐005  “ 


37    Center Ridge  216‐17‐003 
Prince of Peace Lutheran 


Church vacant land 


38    Center Ridge  215‐06‐002 


Vacant 
Not on map as a street opening  


Bay Landing Drive 


  215‐06‐001  Stonegate Cir. Residence 


39    Center Ridge  216‐14‐001 


 Not in System 28258 Center 
Ridge next to Rec. Center.  Too 


narrow for public street. 


  216‐16‐003  Not in System 


40  53  Center Ridge  215‐07‐0016  Vacant Not on map as a street 
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Pre 2004 
Opening # 


2004 or 
new 


Opening 
#  Connecting Street  PPN  Present Use 


opening Vacant but necessary 
for Westown Blvd. Extension 


  215‐06‐008  Not on map as a street opening 


41  41 
Cahoon Road 
Bryandale  212‐03‐0021 


R.O.W. Stub to Bryandale 
towards Westchester Parkway 


42   
Settler's Reserve 


Way  212‐17‐012 
Vacant Settler’s Reserve 


Residence 


43    Hilliard Blvd  212‐25‐008 
Vacant 


Residence next to Berringer  


44    Dover Center  212‐26‐005 


Vacant 
Not in System Now part of the 
Lutheran Home at Concord 


Reserve 


45    Hilliard Blvd  212‐28‐039 
Vacant Developed as Carousel 


Ct. 


  212‐28‐005 


  212‐28‐009 


46    Hilliard Blvd  212‐28‐010 
Vacant Developed as  Carousel 


Ct. Brigadoon 


47   
Montclair Drive 
Dover Center  213‐03‐026 


Vacant Not in System New 
access for 1173 Dover Center 


backlands 


48  66  Center Ridge  213‐16‐0365 


Vacant No future street shown 
on map Vacant‐ access to 


backlands 


49    Dover Center  215‐14‐017 


Vacant  
Courtland Meadows Residential 


lot 


50    Dover Center  215‐14‐021  “ Primrose Lane 


  215‐14‐020  “ 


51    Detroit  213‐18‐004 
Vacant Cobblestone Chase 


Entrance 


  Cobblestone Chase Residence 


52    Detroit  213‐21‐034 
 Part of Williamsburg Square 


Dwelling Not in System 


  213‐21‐035  “ 


53    Center Ridge  213‐23‐017 
Vacant Not in System Part of 


Fire Station 


  213‐23‐018  “ 


54    Canterbury  215‐24‐020 
Vacant Not possible to connect 


to Park Place 


55    Old Columbia  215‐19‐040  Vacant Rustic Ln. Residence 
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Pre 2004 
Opening # 


2004 or 
new 


Opening 
#  Connecting Street  PPN  Present Use 


56  79  Old Columbia  215‐19‐009  Vacant Carnation Run Entrance 


  215‐19‐010  Residential Lot 


57    Rose Road  215‐18‐009 
Vacant No future street shown 


on map 


58    Hilliard Blvd  213‐25‐001 
Vacant  Not in system Hunters 


Point Lane 


59    Hilliard Blvd  213‐28‐021  Vacant Part of Arlington Row 


60    Center Ridge  215‐27‐003 
Vacant No future street shown 


on map Point V and VI 


61    Weston Avenue  215‐26‐022 
Vacant Residence on Fortune 


Trail 


62    Weston Avenue  215‐26‐021 
Vacant No future street shown 


on map Cornerstone 


63    Center Ridge  214‐10‐007 


Vacant No future street shown 
on map Achievement Centers 
for Children backland (see #88 


in 2004) 


64    Weston Avenue  215‐27‐023 
Vacant Residence on 


Cornerstone 


65    Weston Avenue  215‐27‐020 
Vacant  No future street shown 


on map Hedgewood Way 


  215‐27‐019  Lot off of Cornerstone 


66    Hilliard Blvd  214‐27‐0059 
Vacant 


Residence next to Acadia Tr. 


67    Center Ridge  214‐27‐011 


Vacant 
No future street shown on map 
Replaced by Hunters Point Lane 


68    Center Ridge  214‐29‐004 
Vacant 


Fallen Oaks Roadway 


  214‐29‐002  Pebble Cove Roadway 


69    Clague Road  214‐30‐003 


Vacant 
Lot off of Wingfoot Drive Quail 


Hollow Entrance 


70    Westwood Ave  214‐30‐027 


Vacant 
Not possible to connect to 


Quail Hollow 


  214‐30‐032  “ 


71    Detroit  211‐07‐004 
Vacant Not in system Part of 


Bur oak 


  211‐07‐006  Developed as Burr Oak 


  211‐10‐005  Not in system 


72  16  Hilliard Blvd  216‐02‐033  Vacant Residence 
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Pre 2004 
Opening # 


2004 or 
new 


Opening 
#  Connecting Street  PPN  Present Use 


  216‐02‐020  Residence 


  216‐02‐019  “ 


  216‐2‐020 


73    Hilliard Blvd  217‐01‐002  Vacant Bishops Gate Residence 


  217‐01‐034  Bishops Gate Residence 


74    Hilliard Blvd  216‐31‐002  Vacant Nottingham Residence 


75    Canterbury  215‐16‐004 
Dwelling Cinnamon Way 


Residence 


76    Center Ridge  216‐13‐003 


Vacant Not possible to connect 
to Weybridge Drive Recreation 


Center Entrance 


  216‐13‐002  “ 


  216‐13‐001  Regency Residence 


77    New Columbia  215‐17‐007 
Vacant Woodpath Trail 


Residence 


78    Crocker  217‐27‐001 
Connection of Tamarack Trail to 


Crocker Road 


79  34  Center Ridge    Crocker Road Extension  


80  61  Canterbury   
Location of Q Panel – no longer 


applicable. 


81    Detroit  212‐19‐006 
Extension of Taylor’s Mill Turn 


to Detroit Rd.   


82    Hilliard  213‐28‐001/002  Arlington Row 


83    Westwood    Interlachen Lane 


84    Unknown    Not identified on Map 


85    Hilliard  217‐01‐019  East off of Hilliard 


86    Bradley  216‐08‐002   


87    Unknown    Not identified on Map 


88    Crocker    Vintage Glen 


89    Walter    Tricia Dr. Emergency Entrance 


90    Weston    West (Cornerstone) 


91    Unknown    Not identified on map 


92    Silveridge trail    Extension N. off Silveridge Trail 


93  7  Silveridge  211‐11‐040/011  South 


94  45  Taylor’s Mill Turn  212‐19‐011 
Full Cul‐de‐sac or connection to 


Detroit via #81 


95  58  Woodmill  212‐27‐004  Connect to cluster 


96    Woodmill     


97  60  First Street  213‐005‐012  Q‐Panel 


98  62  Marview Drive  213‐13‐017  Interconnect 
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Pre 2004 
Opening # 


2004 or 
new 


Opening 
#  Connecting Street  PPN  Present Use 


99  63  Schubert Drive  213‐013‐016 
Interconnect if not, full cul‐de‐


sac 


100  64  Brahms Drive  213‐13‐005 
Interconnect if not, full cul‐de‐


sac 


101    Queens Court     


102  73  Newbury Drive  213‐23‐029   


103  74  Williams Drive  213‐23‐028   


104  85  Kathryn Drive  214‐09‐072   


105  86  Donna Drive  214‐09‐034/035   


106  88  Hawkins Road  214‐11‐ROW 
Interconnect if not, full cul‐de‐


sac 


107  89  Kingsbrooke Lane  214‐27‐019 
Full cul‐de‐sac if not connected 


to Horseshoe 


108  90  Fox Run  214‐29‐018  Fox Run cul‐de‐sac 


109  91  Wingfoot Drive  214‐31‐024/010  Wingfoot Drive cul‐de‐sac 


111  67  Oakwood Lane  215‐13‐022/023  To Canterbury 


112    Margaretta Drive  215‐013‐041  Planned retention area 


113    Strawberry Lane     


114  75  Holly lane  215‐20‐002  North 


115    Laurel Lane    North 


116    Laurel Lane    South 


117    Laurel Lane    North 


118  92  Weston Avenue   
Tri‐C Corporate College 
entrance to parking lot 


119    Brantwood  215‐27‐019  Brantwood cul‐de‐sac 


120    Tricia    Tricia cul‐de‐sac 


121  15  Churchill Lane  216‐01‐008   


122  10 
Waterfall Way 


(west)     


123   
Hunters Creek 


(west)     


124  12  Hunters Creek  216‐06‐013/014  Interconnected 


125  11  Riviera Lane  216‐06‐005  Interconnected 


126‐128    Unknown     


129    Presler Court  216‐16‐003 
Became a walking into 


Recreation Center parkland 


130  57  West Brockway  216‐18‐022  Interconnector 


131  56  Stonegate Circle  216‐18‐004  Interconnector 


132    Unknown     


133  48  Bent Tree Turn  216‐31‐035  Stub Street 
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Pre 2004 
Opening # 


2004 or 
new 


Opening 
#  Connecting Street  PPN  Present Use 


134  52  Preston Place  216‐32‐041  Avalon 


135  18  Muirfield Way  217‐04‐015  Stub street to Park Subdivision 


136  20  Burkdale Turn  217‐06‐019  Stub street 


137  26  Mallard Cove  217‐07‐014  Stub street 


138  25 
Greenview 
Parkway  217‐12‐030  West end and east end Carlton 


139  29  Persimmon Drive  217‐27‐001  Stub Street 


140  28  Tamarack Trail  217‐27‐001  Stub Street 


141  27  Sequoia Trail  217‐27‐010  Cul‐de‐sac 


142    Hilliard  213‐22‐033  Columbia Road backland 


143    Columbia  213‐22‐012  Columbia Road backland 


144  77  Laura Lane  215‐21‐098  West end 


145  76  Danielle Drive  215‐22‐036  West end 


146    Bur Oak Drive  211‐05‐006  West end 


147    Jager Boulevard  211‐05‐003  North end 


148  68  Grove Ct.  215‐14‐010  East End 


149    Center Ridge  215‐25‐002 
West Hedgewood backlands ‐ 
not large enough for homes 


150  84  Circlewood  215‐28‐017 


Stub end of Circlewood drive to 
the south and stub end of 
Meadow Lane drive to the 


north 


151  8  Marshfield  211‐09‐016 
Full cul‐de‐sac.  Extension not 
feasible due to topography 


152  9  Waters Edge Drive  211‐09‐016 


Connect to resolve non‐
conforming cul‐de‐sac (may be 
replaced by Lake Forest V that 


is a preliminary plan) 


153   


Waters Edge 
DriveTurtle Creek 


Drive  211‐09‐016 


Connect to resolve non‐
conforming cul‐de‐sac (may be 
replaced by Lake Forest V that 


is a preliminary plan) 


154  14  Schwartz Road  216‐02‐005  Access land off of Schwartz 


155  23  Carlton Court  217‐08‐ROW  Full cul‐de‐sac 


156  24  Greenview Pkw  217‐08‐ROW  Full cul‐de‐sac 


157  32  Crocker Park    Union Street 


158  35 
Lakewood CC 


Land    New access from Bradley 


159  36  Lakewood CC    AG Parking Lot 


160  37  Lakewood CC    New access from Hilliard 
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Pre 2004 
Opening # 


2004 or 
new 


Opening 
#  Connecting Street  PPN  Present Use 


Land 


161  40  Second Street  212‐05‐001  Full cul‐de‐sac 


162  42  Bryandale   


Full cul‐de‐sac west from 
Bryandale Replaced by 
Office/Lab development 


163  43 


Bassett new 
access to 
backlands   


Replaced by Stone Creek Village 
Subdivision 


164  44 
Sunset Drive full 


cul‐de‐sac    Developed as 2055 Crocker 


165  46  Wyndgate Ct.   


American Greeting is in the 
location that this was to have 


extended 


166  47  Woodruff Ct.   


Connection to the north to 
Orchard Park development is 


completed. 


167  51  Bassett  212‐31‐054 & 057 


Extension to Seneca to resolve 
non‐conforming cul‐de‐sac (site 


of Our House) 


168  55 
Dunford‐
Hollywood 


215‐02‐ROW & 04‐
ROW 


Connection to resolve non‐
conforming cul‐de‐sac 
(feasibility unknown) 


169  69  Grove Court   


Extend north and west for 
interconnection (was 


developed as 26394 Strawberry 
Lane) 


170  70  Lilac  215‐15‐009 & 010  Extend south to full cul‐de‐sac 


171  71  Columbia  213‐23‐001  Access to the west 


172  72  Columbia  213‐23‐007  Access to the west 


      213‐23‐009  Alternate access to the west 


173  78  Willow Run   
Access to the east (became Iris 


Ct.) 


174  80  Hilliard   
Access to the south (became 


Berringer Run) 


175  87  Bonny Bank  214‐09‐ROW 
Extend to resolve non‐
conforming cul‐de‐sac 


176  93  Columbia    
Access to east (became 


Chapparal) 


177  94  Columbia   215‐19‐Rt. Rd. ROW 
Realign ROW into North 


Olmstead 
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